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The following are my comments on the draft Restoration Framework
document, both substantive and editorial:

o Since this is an official published document, the vessel
which caused the oil spill should be referred to as T/V Exxon
Valdez, except in direct quotations from other sources. Then
no one can fault us for either hyping or castigating Exxon.

o Refer to this document as the Restoration Framework and the
companion volume as the 1992 Work Proposals. There is no need
for the Volume I and II designations since the documents stand
on their own and are not dependent upon each other. 1992 Work ~~

Plans should be changed to Proposals because of the NEPA
implications of plans. Further, this is very early in the
exercise to pre-empt the title Exxon Valdez oil spill
Restoration or we will eventually end up with volume ML.

o Suggest eliminating paragraph specifying OSPIC since too
many contacts lead to confusion.

o Check with the Post Office to ascertain if a half page fold
will be delivered with one regular stamp.

o P.i, chapter V Proposed Injury criteria
appendix B Potential Restoration Options

o P.iii, 4, and 7, there is still confusion about the date of
the settlement. Please state that on october 8, 1991 the
[Exxon] settlement agreement was approved by the u.S. District
court requiring that the Exxon companies pay approximately one
billion dollars in criminal restitution and civil damages to
the governments. [The Modern Language Association allows
either writing a number in words or if the number is larger
than ninety-nine using numerals but not combining the two.
If there is a need the numerals in parentheses may follow the
words. The method adopted "$1 billion dollars" is also
redundant. This comment applies to all figures used.]



o P.iii, paragraph 3: The state and Federal Trustees will
receive $900,000,000 from the Exxon companies in settlement
of the civil claims over the next ten years. These funds will
be deposited in the court Registry Investment Account.
SUbject to Court approval, the Trustees will draw from that
fund to finance restoration

o P.iii, paragraph 4, 2d sentence: The Federal Trustees have
appointed representatives to an Alaska-based Trustee Council.

o P. 13 PAG
As noted above, pUblic meetings were conducted to receive
input on the pUblic participation program in general and the
pUblic advisory group in particular. Issues included the
role, responsibilities and membership of the pUblic advisory
group. The Trustees have identified the following interests
and constituencies to be represented on the fifteen seat
pUblic advisory group ... scientific/academic. Single seats
will be reserved for local governments and Native Interests
as defined by the settlement of Chenega Bay v. United States
and State of Alaska, Civil Action No. 91-454. A member of the
Alaska House of Representatives and a member of the Alaska
Senate will serve as ex officio members of the pUblic advisory
group.

The members of the advisory group will be nominated by the
pUblic and various organizations and be appointed with the
unanimous consent of the Trustees. The Trustees will be
formally soliciting nominations for membership on the pUblic
advisory group through the Federal Register and local
newspapers. If you are interested in receiving an
announcement, please contact.

o Delete p.14 listing is unnecessary and dates are sUbject to
change. Just giving the disgruntled something to complain
about later.

o P. 38 Wilderness: The State and Federal have designated
"wilderness areas" in KBSP ..•. In Addition, lands in KFNP and
the CNF are being studies for potential designatiori. The
Wilderness Act of 1964 requires that federal wilderness areas
be "administered for the use and enjoyment of the American
people in such a manner as will leave them unimpaired .... "

Portions of these areas were oiled by the T/V Exxon Valdez
spill. The presence of oil, most recently documented by the
May Shoreline Assessment Program for 1991, may be perceived
as an injury to these areas. In addition to the injury ....
These clean-up activities disrupted the uses of the
wilderness •...

o As an editorial comment, modern English usage does not
utilize a comma before a conjunctive or disjunctive. I have
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tried to mark these unnecessary commas for deletion.

I am providing my marked up version of the draft Restoration
Framework, please call if you do not understand the comments marked
therein or the comments which I made this morning.
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Dear Reviewer: .-r r\..l1A t,.J{....Q- I

~~=:=~~~~:s~!~==~"l" the environment of Prince William soun~,wer Cook InIe~and the Gulf of
Alaska. @e court has entrusted this task to e undersigned sixState and Federal

~'~ Trustees,~consultation with the pub ·cJ1Te responsible for determining how 6J~ lc p/7D)~
1;1( restoration funds are ,to be ~t. ~\--.e.J wlK +k ("l31-:L~--:.-;;:.--_~,v

1]-:<.1> 1Ztor-~J-,~~'(\~iUl9'1L ~r
,J:!XWZ Vald~ll:Apit.:~~:::step in shaping the ,decision~making
process. It IS ~ded into two-voto ~R are-presented fill your revlew and .
cemmem.~: Restoration Framework provides backgroun (!n~~tion

and proposes gUIdelmes for the future. ' " 1 2 W rk proposes
activities that are important to undertake in 1992prior to the~development
of the Restoration Plan. We expect that a work plan will be developed annually,
describing the activities the Trustees intend to conduct in~ear.

These documents are intended to elicit comments and suggestions from you and
to begin the public "scoping" process for environmental analysis under the
National Environmental Policy Act. We want to know how you view this process
and receive suggestions concerning restoration of the resources and services
injured by the oil spill. This planning effort will culminate in the development

L ~ of the, ov,erall Restoration Plan, which will be the restoration program's blueprint.. y.) ,,11

~~~de. r l v--L #-cF.'.:..J1.-::L::...-LJ_e-1_k_'f!......-.'D~
~Y--D ' ~e., 1)~~!JYtl'~~ l(\~ -- .

.~ We invite your comments on' both ¥glu~d H of Exxon Valdez Oil SPill
RestQFation..- The issues identified on the tear sheets in each document are
intended to facilitate but not limit your comments and suggestions. In order to
be considered during the development of the final 1292 Work Plan and draft
Restoration Plan, written comments mutLbeJeceived by , at the
~ ibiS G~r:~ ...... ~}~\c...qq'Scf

~c-~\)
Exxon aldez Oil Spill Trustee Council ::k': ~
645 "G" treet ~v<JSII~

Anchorage, aska 99501 .

ution.should be directed to M~· 17
G Street, Anchorage, A5> ' ,~

uestions concerning this document or its dis

'

McGee, Oil Spill Public Infonnation Center,
501, or you may call (907) 278-8008.

i~ ':
"~:.:/ --------------------------------
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We appreciate your interest anrIOOk forward to your participation in this
important process. ///

-/'

Sincerely,

Michael A. Barton
Regional Forester
Alaska Region
Forest Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture

Curtis V. McVee
Special Assistant to the Secretary
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of the Interior

Carl L. Rosier
Commissioner
Alaska Department of
Fish and Game

Charles E. Cole
Attorney General
State of Alaska

Steven Pennoyer
Director
Alaska Region
National Marine Fisheries
Service

John A. Sandor
Commissioner
Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation



COMMENTS

You are invited to share your ideas and comments with the Trustee Council. Please use this
tear sheet to present your views on the Restoration Framework. You may send additional
~mmentskbY letter or participate in a public meeting on the 1992 Work ~r.;~.t.0."0d."./., ,~..!!e~!~ration

raroewor . ·····'W6"'·¢i:.·.r' ~"/';o!0.•" •.

' ..

If needed, use the space on the back or attach additional sheets.
Please fold, staple, and add a postage stamp. Thank you for your interest and participation. '

' ..
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Stamp
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Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Cou~cil

645 "G" Street
Anchorage, AK 99501

Attn: Restoration Framework

-----------·-------(foldhere)--------------
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

-<fh-
In Exx(m Va.kif? Oil Spill Restoration, Volume ItRestoration Framewor~
'Trustees propo~a proces~d structure to guide the restoration of the resources
and services injured by the Exxon Valdez oil spill. The Restoration Framework

i,c also~ a "scoping" document. as required by tl'\e ,National Environmental
Policy Act. - ...~1)--tb ~~ /.ulYIt'/>.,-<l-\~ "'

~ "-~ ~ ~o~:....LJV

~~:~:~~~~!t1nJa::: ~~ti~:~
civil ~"llages to the governments. This settlement provides an extraordinary
opportunity to address the restoration of injuries resulting from the largest oil spill
in United States history.

Post Settlement Administration (Chapter D ~~ , ,If) ~trJ-tL--
~ ,,",,<;'<2-~ Ifl

The State and Federal Trustees will~$900 million dollars from Exxon~~ , L A 'l-C,."".J:~ .~

~~:;~::;r::"~:~t~OJ=':';n~Wtil~~,r~~iU~~u~to: =' j:::~ '~~lP\'~"
Subject to court approval, the Trustees will draw from that fund for restoration ..
1tIld for eertain reimbursements.

All decisions about restoration and uses of restoration funds must have the

~~~~~~:;e::''';:~~~4.;::F:;~~~=..:':"A~~= ~'t~~~~f<
Trustee Council. TheState Trustees,::-unli1Ee their Federal sounterparts; serve on I I

the Trustee Council. The Trustee Council has appointed a Restoration Team to
administer and manage the restoration process. An Administrative Director will
be hired to chair the Restoration Team The Trustee Council has approved
crea~ion of.a .nun:ber ofwor~ng groups !O~d;;SS speci.fi.C needs, such as budget,
publIc partiCIpatIOn, and habItat evaluatIon ~proteetIon. . ~~W ~ ~

6-~r-~ , ittr0~
Public Participation (Chapter m ') u ~--tM: tv.... I 0

The settlement terms specify that the Trustees shall establish procedures providing
for meaningful public participation in the injury assessment and restoration
process, which shall include establishment of a public advisory group to advise
the Trustees.

The Trustees intend to establish a public advisory group and have held a series
ofp~cJ'R~tin 0. so' i cortl!TI!nts~e,re~i~~d membership
of tI group: . . bIic commen~ WID be soug t the Restoration
framework and the draft 2 W r e,~an~ fin~ restoration plans are " ,~

developed..ifflfte baiance of this year. (J., I) /. ~?1,j'6"",-~_.. P£i~ e_~~----f Q

'l,cftA~,) _ ~~t ~p-el c.Jf+-~
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The settlement specifies that restoratio~,funds must be spent to restore natural
resources an~rvices injured by the1JEtxon Valde~. oil spill. The Trustees
propose that e~~ce of consequential injury~an~e adequacy and rate of
natural recovery"'" must be considered in deciding whether it is appropriate to
spend restoration dollars on a given resource or service. Once it has been
established that a resource or service warrants restoration action, there may be
a number of effective restoration options. The Trustees also propose criteria to
help evaluate sJ,Jch options, including technical feasibility, cost effectiveness, and
the potential for additional injury resulting from the proposed restoration option.

tion Plannin Befo he ter ~ i.A ~"vJ.iv:9
t. D 6-M\C( ()IA c..e-:- ~~ p--'L /0~

\,v~ '~J-l\~'u\c'" ~
The Trustees..aacrthe Environmen Protection Agency ~'tfle foulldation--fer
KstOladrm- through the work of the Restoration Planning Work Group from late
1989 until D ~is group carried out several scoping activities,

~
(in ° g a series of public meetingSoand oonsultations with technical experts:-

~ .. The restoration grou developed draft criteria for evaluating restoration
()Y L. ~\' options~d began alyzing -the many restoration ~on~'ps~~ tt~ ~

~~,~t~~~~ J pO. 0 • ts;~~r~~~/~~~~
~)v...-.~>- W.17h ~,4R~~rvv-r- .J

Summary of Injury (Chapter lYl

Immediately after the~on Valdez oil spill, the Trustees began a series of
\ Q • / studies--the Natural ResourceD~~Assessment-to determine.. the effects of the

~
oil spill on the environmen~& many resources andservi~

~ . {e.g., marine and terrestrial mammals, birds, fish and'( V\ shellfish, arch e:ol 'cal resources, subsistence).~ these studies~
C~ . They provide an assessment of a wide range of injuries,

~yJ" . /~~~e:~m~~~~~s~~~~. some subtle,~~t. Major results of the

M ~"~erla for Injuries (Cballter Yl and~ora:ion Qlltions ICblllllcr YJl
\0Y;ufto/J

Restoration Alternatives and Options (Chapter vm

The restoration planning process to date has yielded a variety of ideas, which are
presented for comment as restoration options in Appendix B. These restoration
options, jUld others identified by th~ public, will be considered by the Trustee
Council~ssible wmponents of several restoratlon altematNo/in a draft
restoration plan.

For purposes of this scoping document, six possible alternatives have been
identified. These are:

• no-action;

• management of human uses;

Iv April1m Rutoralion FrtII'1IeWO'*



• manipulation of resource;

• ·habitat protection and acquisition;

• acquisition of equivalent resources; and

• combination.

\ An analysis of a proposed action and various alternatives ",ill be presented for1public comment in a draft restoration plan and environmental impact statement.

Appendices A and B

Two appendices are attached: life histories and backgrounds on injured resources
and services:PJld a series of restoration options .tftat have been suggested by-:the-
~blie, reSOtlree managers and teclmicai e~. .

April 1992 RestortUi(11l Framework v
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Restoration Framework

The intent of Wen Yel.4el eil Spm RestotatiQn, Yolume lj... Restoration
Framework (Resto~ramework) is to propose a process to guJ}j~:JPe Tmstees
and the ~H~ifl the restoration of the environment in~ed by the'lEtxon Valdez
oil spill. This document contains information onCJEtxon Valdez oil spill
restoration activities to date, background information on the legal settlement that
provides funding for restorati0q{and a description of the Trustee~' structure for
administration of the restoration'program. Information is also provided on the
injuries to natural resources and services, proposed criteria for determining when
injury is sufficient to warrant restoration actions, proposed criteria and procedures
for evaluating specific restoration options, and an initial description of possible
restoration alternatives. Life history and background on injured natural resources
and services are presented in Appendix A.

The Restoration Framework also serves the Trustees as a "scoping" document
pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act 42 U.S.C. 4321-437Oc. As
such, the document presents and discusses the proposed action, the decisions to
be made and the main issues known at this time. The document also invites
public comment on these issues and any additional issues related to the proposed
action. The Trustees will, as part of a planned draft restoration plan, issue a
draft environmental impact statement to ensure that environmental effects are
considered as part of restoration planning.

Proposed Action

"The Trustees propose to restore the environment of +~eas affected by the
"'f/~Exxon Valdez oil spill to its pre-spill condition. This ~cludel5the restoration of

any natural resource injured, lost or destroyed and the services provided by that
resource or which replaces or substitutes for the injured, lost or destroyed
resource and affected services. The Trustees will develop a restoration plan ,
considering restoration options described:jl Appendix Band otbers identi~i
subsequently. The Restoration -Plan will establish management direction in a
programmatic manner and guide all activities to restore injured natural resources
and services. Specific restoration activities will be developed annually and may
be imp~emented if consistent with the Restoration Plan.

Identification of IsSUes ~

The Trustees are addressing a number of issues as they- ~evelop the~7Z VaIds-
.J)il spill--restoration program. Among the issues identified in the Restoration
Framework are the following:

April 1992 RUlOrtllion FrtJ11IeWOrk 1



• establishing a ~~inistrative structure that enables the maximum
amount of se~~~~ funds to be spent on effective restoration
(Chapter 1);

• providing meaningful public involvement and establishing a public
advisory group (Chapter ll);

• determining when injuries are sufficient to warrant restoration actions
(Chapter V);

• evaluating potential restoration options, including the use of objective
criteria (Chapter VI); and

• developing a reasonable range of altern~tives for restoration options
and establishing priorities for use of settlement funds (Chapter Vll,
Appendix B).

Background

Shortly after midnight on March 24, 1989 the TN Etxon Valdez ran aground on
Bligh Reef in Prince William Sound spilling approximately 11 million gallons of
North Slope crude oil, making this the largest oil spill in United States history.

•r () For the first three days after the spill the weather was calm and the slick
yjJ ~/ lengthened and widened, but stayed in the waters of the Sound and did not go
"~~ > ashore. Even with these favorable conditions for oil recovery, the amount of oil

A in the water completely overwhelmed the manpower and equipment available to
"'/' '\contain and recover the oil. A major windstorm on March 27, 1989 pushed the
,\\i~ 'hJ / oil in a southwesterly direction and oiled beaches on Smith, Naked and Knight

.\ r ~ islands. The oU continued to spread, contaminating islands, beaches and bays
'Ii \ f2:'/~in Prince William Sound. Seven days into the spill, oil entered the Gulf of
~...; Q "'I J\laska. The leading edge of the slick reached the Chiswell Islands off the coast
,\.' r/ ~"""J '-- of the Kenai Pe:1insula on April ~ and the Barren Islands in the Gulf of Alaska
~":~~'\.,'{O on April 11, nineteen daysafter the spill. By May 18, oil had moved some 470

0..'0\("r - y 'miles and had contaminated shorelines of Prince William Sound, the Kenai
'\~ V" ~ " Peninsula, lower Cook Inlet, the Kodiak Archipelago, and the Alaska Peninsula.

.t-' Portions of 1,200 miles of coastline were oiled, including segments of the
,c ;- h Chugach National Forest, Alaska Maritime, Kodiak and Alaska

~~eninsula/Becharof national wildlife refuges, Kenai Fjords National Park, Katmai:r National Park and Preserve, and Aniakchak National Monument and Preserve.
Oil reached shorelines, nearly 600 miles from Bligh Reef (See Figure 1).

The magnitude of the efforts of the State and Federal governments, the public and
Exxon to contain and clean up the oil, rescue oiled birds and sea otters, and study
the effects of the spill was unprecedented. During 1989, efforts focused on
containing and cleaning up the spill and !escuing oiled wildlife. Skimmer

2 April 1992 Rutorruion Framework
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Figure 1
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ships were sent throughout the spill zone to~oil from the water. Booms
were positioned to keep oil from reaching important commercial salmon
hatcheries in Prince \Villiam Sound and Kodiak. A fleet of fishing vessels known
as the "Mosquito Fleet" played an important role in protecting these hatcheries,
in corralling oil to assist the skimmer ships, and in capturing and transporting
oiled wildlife to rehabilitation centers. Exxon began a beach cleanup under the
direction of the U.S. Coast Guard with input from Federal and State agencies and
local communities on the areas that should receive priority for clean up. Several
thousand workers cleaned shorelines, using techniques ranging from cleaning
rocks by hand to high pressure hot-water washing. Fertilizers were applied to
some oiled shorelines to increase the activity of oil-metabolizing bacteria in a
procedure known as bioremediation. When the anticipation of deteriorating
weather brought an end to clean-up work in the fall of 1989, a large amount of
oil remained on the shorelines. Although winter storms proved extremely
effective in cleaning many beaches, spring shoreline surveys indicated that much
work remained to be done in 1990. Crews operati1lg from boats and helicopters
cleaned oiled shorelines in Prince William Sound, along the Kenai and Alaska
peninsulas, and on the Kodiak Archipelago. Manual pick up of remaining oil was
the principal method used during 1990, but bioremediation and relocation of oiled
eberms to the active surf zone were also used in some areas. A shoreline survey
and limited clean-up work took place during 1991, and another shoreline survey
will be conducted in 1992 to determine if further cleanup is needed.

During the first summer after the spill, the State and Federal Trustee agencies
planned and mobilized the Natural Resource Damage Assessment (damage
assessment) field studies to determine the nature and extent of the injuries that
were being sustained in the oil-spill area. Even with Lie rapid deployment of
studies, some opportunities to gather injury data were irretrievably lost during the
early weeks of the spill due to the complexity and volume of the work at hand
and the scarcity of available resources. Shortly after the spill, a legal framework
was established and expert peer reviewers were retained to provide independent
scientific review of on-going and planned studies and assist with synthesis of
results. Most dama e asse tudies were completed during 1991, although
some ry data analyses are still underway. In the latter part of 1989, the

rustee agencies, with the assistance of the Environmental Protection Agency,
initiated restoration planning activities to identify restoration alternatives and
procedures and to implement restoration technical and feasibility studies and
projects during 1990 and 1991.

Summary of the Settlement

I
On October 9, 1991 an agreement was United S tes District Court that
settled the claims of the United States e State of Alaska settled their claims
against Exxon Corporation and Exxon Shipping Company for various criminal
violations and for recovery of civil damages resulting from the oil spill.

Exxon and Exxon Shipping entered guilty pleas to criminal charges filed in the



United States District Court. The companies admitted violating provisions of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act), the Migratory Bird
Treaty Ac~d the Refuse Act. The sentences entered by United States District
Judge H. Russel Holland included the largest fine ever imposed for an
environmental crime-$150 million.

• $13 million deix,>sited into the Victims of Crime Act Account

. The Exxon companies also agreed to pay $100 million as restitution. Fifty
million dollars was paid to the United States and $50 million to the~f

, '~~. The State and Federal go~ernments will ~t=ld.@peRdcm.~ .eeatrol: e SSO
lJ"'~'"9~ ~mi1lion paymentstha !Ved.! These cnmmal restitution funds must,
tl·.YG~ by or e United States District Court, be used "exclusively for restoration
rY~'1>roj~ts, within the State of Alaska, relating to the Exxon Valdez oil spill.· The
~r "'court order states that "restoration includes: restoration, replacement, and
\ enhancement of affected resources, acquisition of equivalent resources and
~~~services; and long-term environmental monitoring and research programs directed
!~¥' to the prevention, containment, cleanup and amelioration of oil spills.·

The Civil Settlement and Restoration Fund ..

April 1992 ReslOraliOifl Frameworlc j



among the United States, the State of Alaska, Exxon Corporation, Exxon
Shipping Company, Exxon Pipeline Company, and the TN Exxon Valde~ .
settled the civil claims asserted by the governments. The document was~ _n~%
the Unitee States Distriet--€oort--fuI:-theJ)istrict-ofAlaska in civil actions A91-o82 'v~~

(United States v. Exxon COu>.) and A91-083 (State of Alaska v. Exxon Corp.)
by United States District Judge H. Russel Holland on OctobeJ"9, 1991. The
period for consideration of appeals ended on Decembei9~ 1991:" - ~

The Exxon companies agreed to pay the United States and the State of Alaska
~~900 mttHOft- over a period of 10 years, according to the following schedule:

.:;.::;::.~:.:,.;,:..." ;. .;.; ..-; :-;.:::::.:.::.,:.:::::.;.::;:.:~:::;:;::"-.,/, ,"

"'-'.1.L~.• PLED:r>.A;.'.tE::'

December 1991

December 199

$90 Million
if .;;,f

$150 Milliontii~

September 1993 $100 Million

September 1994 $70 Million

September 1995 $70 Million

September 1996 $70 Million

September 1997 $70 Million

September 1998 $70 Million

September 1999 $70 Million

September 2000 $70 Million

September 2001 $70 Million

}i?~ "~
These moniel~ill be deposited in th~restry account of the United States
District Court for the District of Alaska then transferred to the Federal Court
Registry Investment System in Housto. As funds are needed for restoration,
the Trustees will apply to the Court for disbursement of these funds. The money
deposited in the Houston account will be invested and accrue interest for the
restoration fund . ..:the Tnl$teespJa~te the OlulL each year as the ar.nual

res .

The settlement with Exxon also has a reopener provision, that allows the
governments to claim up to an additional $100 million between September 1,
2002 and September 1, 2006 to restore one or more poPulation~habitats or

I Exxon'. cleanup coats for the 1991 and 1992 field aealOni will be deducted from this paymeat.

6 April 1m RuIOTtUiOft Framework



~;( (YJ.v-P.,L luYt,~~
species that suffered a substantial loss or decline as a result of the spill:'Any t
restoration projects funded with this money must have costs that are not grossl !,
disproportionate to the magnitude of the b ~!its antici ated e~

',' : u not reasonably have been known or (
tici ated from information available at the time of settlement. ./

The spending guidelines for the civil settlement monies ($900 million) are set
forth in the Memorandum of Agreement and Consent Decree (Memorandum of
Agreement). ough thdi documen~ the United States and the State of Alaska
resolved their claim . h other and agreed to act as co-trustees in the
col.!f£tion and joint use of all natural r dam ultin from
the:4m'on V; !dez oil s ill. filed in the United States District

rt for the District of Alaska in civil action A91-o81 (United States v. State of
Alaska) and approved and entered by United States District Judge H. Russel

, oiland on August 28, 1991.

The Memorandum of Agreement provides that the governments snall jointly use
such monies for purposes of "restoring, replacing, enhancing, rehabilitating or
acquiring the equivalent of natural resources injured as a result of the Exxon
Valdez oil spill and the reduced or lost services provided by such resources.·
The Trustees ~~y use the money to reimburse expenses the governments
have incurred t'Cg~lg the oil spill, including costs of litigation, response and
damage assessment. The following table summarizes the major points of the
Memorandum of Agreement:

l\1EMORANDUM OF AGREEl\ffiNT GUIDELINES

• all decisions shall be made by the unanimous agreement of the ~
Trustees; _, ,..v\

• aj~~d will be established;

• within 90 days after' the receipt of funds, the Trustees shall agree to
an organizational structure for decision making;

• within 90 days after the receipt of funds, the Trustees shall establish
procedures for meaningful public participation, which shall include a
public advisory group;

• the Trustees shall jointly use all natural resource damage
recoveries for purposes of restoring, replacing, enhancing,
rehabilitating, or acquiring the equivalent of natural resources injured
as a result of the oil spill and the reduced or lost services provided by
such resources, except for the reimbursement of certain expenses to
the governments; and .

April 1m Restoradon Framewott 7



• all natural resource damage recoveries will be expended on
restoration of natural resources i11 Alaska unless the Trustees
unanimously agree that spending funds outside of the state is necessary
for effective restoration.

Organization

~@ntlO1jJIldum of

The State of Alaska Trustees are:

• Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Conservation;

• Commissioner of the Departments of Fish and Game; and

• Alaska Attorney General.

The Federal Trustees are:

• Secretary of the U.S Department of Interior;

• Secretary of the U.S. Department of Agriculture; and

• Administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, l.1S'Y~}·1~ee- J. ~

--H. ~ - kthAh0\ '\~

~:t=:~~==~~~
Alaska-based Trustee Council. These representatives are the Alaska Regional
Forester for the Department of Agriculture, the Special Assistant to the Secretary
of the Interio~and the Regional Director for the National Marine Fisheries
Service, National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration. The State Trustees,
unlike their Federal counterparts, serve on the Trustee Council.

The Trustee Council appointed an interim Administrative Director and a
Restoration Team to take on the day-to-day management and administrative
functions for implementation of the. restoration program. Each Trustee has
appointed one representative to the Restoration Team. The Attorney General of
Alaska appointed a representative from the Department of Natural Resources.
The Trustee Council will hire a permanent full-time Administrative Director to

h'''''~ x-rchair the Restoration Team. The Trus~'Counci1 has formed various subgroups

r~~fN
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from agency staff to work on components ~n;storation program, such as
finance, public participation, and habita~~70n. The organization chart
approved by the Trustee Council on February 5, 1992 is shown below
(See Figure 2).

Figure 2

TRUSTEES

TRUSTEE COUNCIL

PUBLIC ADVISORY
GROUP

WORK GROUPS·

ADMIN DIRECTOR
RESTORATION TEAM

FINANCIAL**

v~
;~~~L----+----+-~-r--1----r,~'l~ / A

-') ~...... I Public
- , rationA)-F" Participation

~1) L.------I

1992/93
Wort Plan

Archaeology Habitat
Protection

61S Budget/Process

• Groups will be formed and disband as appropriate.
•• Does not include audit function. "8~oraj~-+e"'E..wilIL.d&veJ(~WJ!~!§2.!J9!..£9J~neG~~fed1era1-etl1~~

~ X~
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CHAPTER II
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Public Participation Plan

1!te importance of pU~lic J>3:I1icipation in the restoration processw~dUrin~

~
emep.t and IS an mtegral part of the agreements.am:Jng~~. .

Go. V-' t'

The Memorandum of Agreement~ the court on August
~ 1991 specifies that: . v 1r/iO~ V-v\

•••. the Trustees shall agree to an organizational structure for decision
making under this MOA and shall establish procedures providing for meaningful
public participation in the injury assessment and restoration process, which shall
include establishment of a public advisory group to advise the Trustees.•••"

This chapter outlines the goals of the public participation program, the type of information
[) A. ,~vaila~le to ~e public, and provides a brief description ofi*lSsible critelia for membership 011
~~, publIc adVISOry group.

., \. __.........../ -.l-~'-'O··_-

Goals and Objectives (:J.Y~'

The goals and objectives O~UbliC participation program are as follows:
. d1v

• invite and encourage public review and comment~ guide dsvelopmenFaiRf
..implementation ~estoration programs; { ~Jc_..

~t. lUl.drtYlt:J.11·~

• provide the public with information and resources ~ e"I8ittate proposals and
programs -indepeHdeutiy , v '/j '~ ..

•

•

involve relevant constituencies;

-tOn
disseminate information concerning the restoration process in a timely manner;

, 4'&:- LA Y'\ ~e19,~ 1"-01. I~
"esmtHisli legititm:rey-.a:Rd'ensure public aeeeptanee of the""restoration process and
structure;

determine the scope of issues to be addressed in the draft environmental impact
statement and the significant issues related to restoration; and

ensure that the Trustee Council receives, and understands the advice and comments

~ the public.

Apri11992 Restorruitm Framework 11



Infonnation ~bilitY
&.&1

Although ~esults of the damage assessment studies are still confidential (as of
March 1992), there is significant information available about injuries and
restoration. Examples of the types ofinformation currently available to the public
are:

• the 1989, 1990 and 1991 Natural Resource Damage Assessment and
Restoration plans;

• 1991 restoration study plans; and

• restoration PfOgRSS- reports and bibliographies.

/.h These documents, as well as an extensive collection of other information on the
1'vExxon Valdez oil spill, are available at: .

Oil Spill Public Information Center
645 G Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
(907) 278-8008
800-478-SPIL (Inside Alaska)
800-273-SPIL (Outside Alaska)
907-276-7178 (Facsimile)

.w-~-cju.A~oAi~ t'e(}.~

Information{s also available through public meetings and mailings. Mailing lists
will be maintained and updated on a regular basis. Mailings to the people ~d
orga.'1izations on these lists will be used along with community meetings and·the
public advisory group as major components of the public participation program.
In addition, the following information will be made available routinely to the
publiC:fm'!'eriew:

• meeting agendas;

>~. transcripts of Trustee Council meetings;

J~~~~ .
/~tJ. f :~ other documents, such as study and implementation

~mmunity MeetinD ~/
~~;"j.~steeCouncil directdthe ReStoration Team to conduct blic m~gs

and solicit written comments on a public participation prog i This process
began in January 1992 with meetings held in oii.:.spill comm fiities as well as
Juneau, Anchorage, and Fairbanks.. Comments received~ evaluated for

12 April 1992 ResIC1"tZlitm Frameworlc



recommendations to the Trustee Council regarding the role, structur~and
operating procedures fO~P\lblic advisory group.

~
A second series of meetings will provide an oPpoffim!n' for review and comment
on the Rjstoration Framework. These meetings~scOJfeaul¢!orAD~andMay
1992. {'Jete-.<- fo ~,e.- ~ ~ ~ -fC...-n0'~ ~0Jt: ~-A
~ ~:v'I i;-...0hV-0' D

A~meetings will be conducted to provide opportunity for comment
on a draft Restoration Plan and draft envir,?l.11p~ntal impact statement. Thereafter,

~
. is anticipated that annual workf~"Will be developed to implement the

toration~. Each year's~work~will be the subject of additional
p blic participation and comment. r~

(
__ I ~_;~\,.'\-. C. L L_.~

~-

}- .. ,
'\1

; \

Public Advisory Group

As noted above, public meetings were conducted to receive input on the public
participation p[~.$.~ general and the p~blic ~oq;;~~& particular.
Issues includ~role, responsibilities and membership.6[ Tne Trustees have

<tentati¥elY')identified the following interests and constituencIes to be represented
on the public advisory grou : aquaculture, commercial fishing, commercial
tourism, environmental, conserv' forest products, local government, Native
landowners, recreation users, spo nting and fishing, subsistence,
scientific/academic. . s-(-e-x-offic~ka

SeJ:lat&-(9--eff~~:ms--Hst-~;-ap:pwred-~initiaHJ~:nd-1fmJ)Ublie-eemJDCIlt

'lf1 this first year following settlement, the Trustees.»i!l_~G~a d~~:oration
~lan and draft environmental impact statement~~diaft plan will present in
detail the options and alternative sets of options that w'j11 best ac}'ljeve restoration
of injured resources and services, based on scientific and agency

f "j recommendations, public comments, and the judg!nent ?f the Trustees.

,~.

•~ ,,5) Single seal w<l\,w: be reserved for f9lresentatives of' - IV :' "-"-q~~
1/i.,.,t\ ' N~tive village council 9-1 fcorpo~tietlf~ government., the Al ka Hou and

the Alaska Senate~ ~(}-C b.A.-- VI- 44f,c-ib l- (J.... t ~ zs1 (
~ 01 ~f,Jl:~ - I

4tiS Bfltieipated tha~ men:tbers of the advisory gr~~I? Jf.ill be no inated by
various organizations and the public and be appointed ~unanimous nsent of

. the Trustees.~roapwill after ROli-blndin2 adyjee--tQ the TJ:ustee ,. At this 7
~""1he Trustees~ormalIY soliciting nominations for membership on the
public advisory grou If you are interested in~, please contact the
A.dministra.tive Dir to at 645 "G" Street, Anchorage, laska, 9950I-i.Of r:~.er <.......,

~ ~\.C'..-~v~~

~~ ~~ ~Q b-e- .~~
~ ~~~ ~

~~~~ J
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/
e for March 1992 through
ese documents will be an

1993 Work Plan to public

Public comments e on draft Restoration Plan
and draft environm tal impact statement

Public com~nts due on proposals for 1993
Work Plan- i1Je~·

Final Restoration Plan and environmental
impact statement to public

Draft Restorn .on Plan and draft environmentt\
impact statem t to public for review ~

iJtYt
Draft proposals or 1993 Work~ to public
for review

August 1992:

May 1992:

The Trustee ouncil approved the following sched
-7 ~' February 199. Public review and comment on

(/ 'l,~ntial element f the process.

<)1"\ ),u F April 92: Re toration F

~0~;V/;r'f(
V 0 ~ May 1992:

W DA;
--tY' IC'~11,~~V
o \J ~

\D{\~~"~/
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CHAPTER III
RESTORATION PLANNING
TO DATE
~C>

~ approach to and need for restoration depends on the nature, extent and
persistence of injuries to natural resources and natural resources services and the
rate and adequacy of natural recovery. Restoration planning, therefore, is a
dynamic process that incorporates new findings on injuries and natural recovery,
as well as evaluations of restoration options and the availability of funds. The
damage assessment studies are the primary sources of information on injuries.
Other sources include data gathered during the oil-spill cleanup, public comments
and studies conducted outside of the damage assessment program.

Seoping Activities

~~~ ~ If \ J>:i3>Publie~~~ ",,-(}J1o--e--~ ~.'.v-~'I!y
' 6fW

Late in 1989 the Trustees tablished
a staff-level Restoration Planning Work Grou This group began the process of
~ the issues to be addressed in the restoration program. .~~

~ tarch
J

1990 a public symposium was held in Anchorage4Restoration
Following the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill, Proceedings of the Public Symposium, July
199Q;.. In April and May public meetings were held in Cordova, Valdez,
Whittier, Homer, Kodiak, Seward, Anchorage and Kenai-Soldotna. People were
invited to ask questions and put forward their ideas about restoration needs and
priorities. In August the work group issued a repo . at described the planning
activities to date, summarized the . ents and presented ideas for
restoratio toration Plannin Followin the Exxon VoId il i l'

Pr res Re rt. Opportunities for public participation prior to the
settlement, however, were limited due to pending litigation with the parties
responsible for the oil spill and the need for the results of damage assessment
studies to remain confidential.

Technical Workshop

In April 1990 a three-day technical workshop was held in Anchorage, providing
the frrst opportunity for an organized exchange of ideas on restoration among
Federal and State resource managers and selected sCientists and technical experts
under ~tract to. the governmen ...This workshop was closed to the public
beeaus confidential damage asse ent information wa,s discussed.

-1ry)Gt'~
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"~YJAY---V

Guided by an overview of preliminary results from the damage ~ssment
studies, ~pei1B ~*fllg.rea a broad range of restoration option~;could
help restore injured resources and services in the oil-spillar~

.Potential restoration options were identified and evaluated and feasibility studies
were. suggested. Participants also identified other information required to aid

~tciration planning. ~ ~ ~_

Issues and Concerns Identified

/" ~. ..J;IJ~;r ..
The~t'aa plaflNag and s~g process has generated a WIde array of ISsues
and concerns regarding the restoration of resources and services in the oil-spill
area~The following list summarizes these issues and concerns:

q t"b" V'-

,~~. the use of restoration monies for preve~tion of future spills;

• determining what clean-up activities should continue to occur;

(

• the need for continued natural resource damage assessment;
A I~V"'CUZ--I iJ.-1o. e need for continued research on injuries;

• the need for long-term monitoring;

• how much reliance should be placed on natural processes to ensure
recovery of injured natural resources and services;

• what management practices can be taken by the governments to speed
recovery;

• the need to support educational efforts so the general public can
understand what happened and what they can do;

• the effect restoration activities have on the local economy of the spill
area;

•
•

•
•

16 April 1992 RutortUiOfl FrtJ1neWOrl:

the need to protect habitat as a direct means of restoration;

the idea of removing other (not~on Valdez oil) sources of
contamination from the affected area as a means of aiding restoration;

how to determine the most effective use of restoration monies;

how to provide for meaningful public involvement; and

how to establish and operate.a public advisory group to the Trustees.



....-
f .

~~~ T_ec_h_m_'ca_I_C_O_nsu--r\_ta_t_io_n_a_n_d_St_u_di_'es_

. ) Peer Review V (f

I~ In addition to the technical workshop described above, the ave been ongoing
consultations with selected nationally recognized scientis and techni~experts,
who are knowledgeable about Alaskan resources. . ese expertsvtOrttinue to

-------- provide advice for the restoration planning and damage assessment process,
identify information needs and review study proposals.

HabitatProlectlon~f~~:.(t:JL
Resource experts and the pUblic~ave'oentified the protection of fish and wildlife
habitats and recreation sites as a method of preventing further harm to, and
assisting the recovery of, natu resources and ~~Ured by the oil spill.
Suggested approaches have included land acquisiti and cJwtges in management
practices on public, lands. Accordingly, the restoration p anning staff conducted
special projects ~ncerning the protection of marine and upland habitats.

First, a workshop was held in August 1991 to evaluate State and Fed~ marine
habitat protection designations and their potential usefulness in ~ztesfOration
program. The designations reviewed included national marine sanctuaries,
estuarine research reserves and Alaska State marine parks. The workshop
participants included managers and administrators of various protected areas who
providedfrrst-hand information on the areas for which they are responsible. Each
type of designation and specifi_c}mit has a different purpose, management
approach, historical funding leve~and track record. Participants suggested that
marine habitat protection designations help maintain ecosystem integrity by
controlling activities that disrupt ecological processes or that physically damage
the environment, thereby minimizing further stress on recovering resources.
These designations accommodate conservation objectives as well as other pre-
existing uses. .

Second, The Nature Conservancy was invited to provide technical assistance in
identifying key upland habitats that are linked to the recovery of injured resources
and services and evaluating potential protection strategies. The NatuD-
Conservancy is a non-profit organization, and works with private landowners, ~~ ~

government agencies, and other organizations to identify and protect ecological . V_) f/'t o~
resources throughout the Western Hemisphere. In ee8jlSratiQ B- with :::the
NsteratiOft plamling s.tlff, The Nature Conservancy prepared a hand~~ entitledC
Options for Identifying and Protecting Strategic Fish and Wildlife Hab11ats and
Recreation Sites (December 1991). The handbook provides a menu of
identification and protection tools, techniques and strategies that may be
applicable to restoration planning efforts associated with private lands within the
oil-spill area. .
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Review of Recovery Literature \ /
vliY\~

The rate and adequacy of natural recovery.are' considered when evaluating
- restoration measures. In some cases it may be most appropriate to311.2w natural

recovery to proceed without further human intervention. \.,w~,
~ ~~"

\}'''~-

,To supplement damage assessment data on natural recove,~
~ironmefltal ~tieR--Agene,x a' a review and -critical
synthesis of the scientific literature on the recovery of arine mammals, marine
birds, commercially important fish and shellfish, an invertebrates following
environmental perturbations, includL'lg other oil spill. The reviews are being
conducted under contract by the Point Reyes Bird Observatory (marine birds),
University of Washington Fisheries Research Institute (fish and commercially
important shellfish), and Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute and the Pacific
Estuarine Research Laboratory at San Diego State University (marine mammals
and intertidal and subtidal invertebrate communities). These syntheses will be
completed in 1992.

Field Studies

As damage assessment results were reviewed in 1990 and 1991, the restoration
planning staff consulted with scientists who were conducting the damage
assessment studies, Federal and State resource managers, and outside experts to
identify and evaluate potential restoration options. In some cases lack of
information prevented the evaluation or implementation of a restoration op~,
and field studies were proposed to provide needed information. ~;Jthe

Trustees approved a series of small-scale restoration studies in 1990 and l~L

Three types of studies were conducted:

• feasibility studies, to test the practicality and effectiveness of
proposed direct restoration techniques;

• technical support studies, to provide biological or other information
necessary to identify, evaluate or conduct potential restoration
activities; and

• monitoring studies, to document the extent and rate of natural
recovery of an injured resource.

The studies conducted were described in the 1990 and 1991 versions of the
State/Federal Natural Resource Damage Assessment and Restoration Plan for the
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill and in three Federal Register notices (55 Fed. Reg. 8160,
[November 19, 1990],56 Fed. Reg. 8898, [March 1, 1991], and 56 Fed. Reg.
36160, [July 31, 1991]).
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Monitoring

In 1991 the Restoration Planning Work Group began to develop an integrated
longterm monitoring strategy to assess the recovery of injured natural resources
in the oil-spill area. If the Trustees implement :sooIt-a progranr;~it would
determine if and when injured resources have been restored to their pre-spill
baseline conditions. The program~could monitor the effectiveness of
restoration activities. A monitoring program~~uld detect latent injuries and
reveal long-term trends in the environmental health of ecosystems affected by the
oil spill. The duration of the monitoring program would depend on the severity
and duration of effects resulting from the spill and the time necessary to establish
a trend for recovery. V(\O!J'tise&~

Some limited monitoring udies are proposed to be conducted in the field in 1992 rr-~
(see draft 2 W rk . -At the SMI'le tiffie, effurts will centinue ~eloP~ ~ J

a comprehensive and integrated monitoring program as part-of e draft
Restoration PIan~ is presented as Restoration Option No. 31 in Appendix
B of this document. Development of a monitoring plan requires the identification
of goals and objectives and then technical designs and costs for monitoring target
resources and services.
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NOTE: This version incorporates Spies' comments onCHAPTER IV the Gertler draft. It doe:s not incorporate
agency comments on the Sples comments.

SUMMARY OF INJURY

The Exxon Valdez oil spill occurred just prior to the most biologically actiye
season of the year in southcentral Alaska. During the four month period after
the spill, seaward migrations of salmon fry, major migrations of birds, and the
primary reproductive period for most species of birds, mammals, fish, and marine
invertebrate species took place. The organisms involved in these critical periods
of their life cycles encountered the most concentrated, volatile and potentially
damaging forms of the spilled oil. Oil affected different species differently.
Resources continue to be exposed to remaining oil in the intertidal zone as well
as to oil transported to the subtidal zone in some areas. .

.Marine Mammals

Following the spill, humpback whales, Steller sea lions, sea otters, harbor seals,
and killer whales were studied. The field work on the Steller sea lions and the
humpback whales was completed in 1990. Humpback whale studies included
photo identification of individual whales, estimation of reproductive success, and
possible displacement of whales from their preferred habitat. Exposure of this
species to oil was not observed nor were tissues sampled and analyzed for
hydrocarbons. The data do not indicate an effect of the spill on mortality or
reproduction of Humpback whales in Prince William Sound, however humpback
whales were displaced from Lower Knight Island Passage in 1989.

Results from the sea lion study were inconclusive. Several sea lions were
observed with oiled pelts and petroleum hydrocarbons were found in some
tissues. Determining if there was an effect of the spill on the sea lion population
wa.c: complicated by seasonal movements in and out of the spill area, an ongoing
population decline in the Gulf of Alaska, and a pre-existing problem with
premature pupping.

Based on several photo-identification censuses a significant number of killer
whales are missing from at least one and possibly two pods in Prince William
Sound. Changes have also been observed in killer whale distribution and social
structure. Some male whales have drooping dorsal fins. The cause of the
mortalities and fm problems is uncertain. Injuries to harbor seals and sea otters
have been more clearly indicated and studies of these species are continuing.

Sea Qtters

The population of sea otters in Prince William Sound before the spill was
estimated to have been as high as 10,000. The total ~. otter population of the
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Gulf of Alaska was estimated to be at least 20,000. Statewide, the sea otter
population is estimated at 150,000. Sea otters were particularly vulnerable to the
spill. As the oil moved through Prince William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska,
it covered large areas inhabited by otters. When sea otters become contaminated
by oil, their fur loses its insulating capabilities, leading to death from
hypothermia. Sea otters also may have died as a result of ingestion of oil and
perhaps inhalation of toxic aromatic compounds that evaporated from the slick
shortly after the spill. The effects of oil were documented by repeated surveys
of wild populations; by recovery of beach cast carcasses; analysis of tissues for
petroleum hydrocarbons and indicators of reduced health; by tracking sea otters
outfitted with radio transmitters (including those released from rehabilitation
centers); and estimating total mortality from the number of sea otter carcasses
recovered following the oil spill. These studies concentrated on developing an
estimate of sea otter mortality in Prince William Sound and along the Kenai
Peninsula, the population most affected by the spill. During 1989, a total of
1,011 sea otter carcasses were recovered in the spill area, cataloged, and stored
in evidence trailers. Of these, 876 were recovered dead from the field and 135
died in rehabilitation centers or other facilities. The total number of sea otters
estimated to have been killed directly by the spill ranges from 3,500 to 5,500
animals throughout the spill area.

Heavy initial and continuing long-term exposure to petroleum hydrocarbons may
be resulting in a chronic effect on sea otters. Preliminary findings of the Coastal
Habitat and Shellfish studies identified significantly elevated concentrations of
petroleum hydrocarbons in intertidal and subtidal sediment samples within the
spill zone as well as in intertidal mussels and benthic marine invertebrates
identified as sea otter prey in western Prince William Sound. Analyses of blood
taken from sea otters in 1990 and 1991 indicated significant differences in several
blood measures between eastern and western Prince William Sound. Males in
the western Prince William Sound had significantly higher eosinophil counts as
compared to males in the eastern Prince William Sound, suggesting systemic
hypersensitivitY reactions. Hematocrits and hemoglobins were also significantly
elevated in these animals. Although there were no significant differences in
hematological measures between east and west female sea otters, some changes
in blood chemistry were present which were consistent with changes observed in
the males. The changes observed in both sexes are not sufficient to indicate that
the individuals that were sampled have health problems likely to result in death.

Abnormal patterns of mortality are continuing in sea otters Based on pre-spill data
from Prince William Sound, very few prime age sea otters (animals between 2
and 8 years old) die each year and most mortality occurs among very young and
individuals. A high proportion of prime-.age sea otter carcasses were found
during 1990 and 1991, indicating a chronic effect of the spill.

Results of boat surveys indicate continued declines in sea otter abundance within
oiled habitats in Prince William Sound: Pre-spill estimates of sea otter abundance
in Prince William Sound were carried out in 1984 and 1985. Comparisons ofpre
and post-spill estimates of sea otter abu~~ance, based on boat surveys nearshore,
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found that unoiled areas underwent a 13.5 percent increase in abundance, while
oiled areas underwent a 34.6 percent decrease. In addition, the post-spill
population in the oiled area is significantly lower than the best pre-spill estimate,
indicating a real decline of 1,600 sea otters in Prince William Sound initially, and
up to 2,200 in subsequent years.

Pupping rates of adult females and survival of those pups through weaning in
1990 and 1991 were similar between eastern and western Prince William Sound
Weaned sea otter pups with radio tags died at a faster rate in western Prince
William Sound than in eastern Prince William Sound. In contrast, survival of
adult female sea otters was significantly higher in western Prince William Sound
compared to controls in the east (See Figure 3).

Sea otters released from rehabilitation centers had higher mortality and
significantly lower pupping rates than those measured in the wild population
before the spill. Of the 193 sea otters released from rehabilitation centers, 4S
were fitted with radio transmitters. As of July 31, 1991, 14 of these animals
were still alive, 14 were known to be dead, and 16 were missing. One radio
transmitter failed.

The observed changes in the age distributions of dying sea otters, continued
declines in abundance, higher juvenile mortality, and higher mortality and lower
pupping rates among oiled sea otters suggest a prolonged, spill-related effect on
western Prince William Sound sea otter population.

Harbor Seals

Two hundred harbor seals are estimated to have been killed by the spill. Only
19 seal carcasses were recovered following the spill, since seals sink when they
die. Population changes were documented by summer and fall aerial surveys of
known haulout areas. Toxicological and histopathological analyses were
conducted to assess petroleum hydrocarbon accumulation and persistence and to
determine toxic injuries to tissues. Severe and potentially debilitating lesions
were found in the thalamus of the brain of a heavily oiled seal collected in
Herring Bay 36 days after the spill. Similar but milder lesions were found in five
other seals collected three or more months after the spill. During 1989, oiled
harbor seals were abnormally lethargic and unwary. Petroleum hydrocarbon
concentrations in bile were 5 to 6 times higher in seals from oiled areas than oiled
areas one year after the spill. This indicates that seals were still encountering oil
in the environment, were mobilizing fat reserves containing petroleum
hydrocarbons, or both.

There was not a complete census of harbor seals in Prince William Sound before
the spill. However, trend locations have been intermittently surveyed since the
1970s. Counts at the trend sites declined by 40 perCent between 1984 and 1988.
A complete survey of Prince William Sound was completed during August 1991,
resulting in an estimated population of 2,914 harbor seals. Censuses in 1989
through 1991 provided data indicating differential rate~ .of decline at oiled versus



Figure 3

Sea Otters

Adults
Sea otters prefer shallow coastal waters with abundant
molluscs and crustaceans for prey. Intertidal rocks and
exposed beaches are used for haulout sites. Otters become
sexually mature In 4 - 7 years. Most otters In Prince WIlliam
Sound mate from September through October, but they are
capable of breeding throughout the year.

INJU~Y:Heavy direct mortality of all age classes during
the Exxon Valdez 011 spill; continuing high mortality of prime
aged otters.

....~.·.::-::::.::::::::::.::=:::=~:.~~~:::.7::::.::::::::::::·:-::=~-_·'.
-~-_ - - -.

INJURY: High post-weaning mortality within the Exxon Valdez
011 spill area.
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unoiled trend sites, with oiled sites having a higher rate of decline of harbor seals
than unoiled sites between 1988 and 1989.

Population surveys, which are reliable indicators of population trends, conducted
in 1984 and 1988 indicated that harbor seal populations in Prince William Sound
had declined prior to the spill, with similar declines in what were subsequently
oiled and unoiled areas. From 1988 to 1990, however, the decline at oiled sites
(35 percent) was significantly greater than at unoiled sites (13 percent). Trend
surveys conducted in 1991 continue to indicate similar differences between oiled
and unoiled areas.

Kiner Wbales

Approximately 182 killer whales forming nine distinct family units or "pods"
resided in Prince William Sound before the spill. This count is based on pre-spill
documentation. These whales were studied intensively before the· spill and their
social structure and population dynamics are well known. Damage assessment
studies of killer whales involved extensive boat-based surveys in Prince William
Sound and adjacent waters. Whales were photographed and the
photographs were compared to the Alaskan killer whale photographic database for
the years 1977 to 1989 to determine changes in whale abundance, seasonal
distribution, pod integrity, and mortality and natality rates.

The AB pod of 36 individual whales was sighted intact in September of 1988.
When sighted on March 31, 1989, seven days after the spill, seven individuals
were missing. Six additional whales were missing from the AB pod in 1990.
Assuming that whales missing for two consecutive years are dead, the 1988-1989
and 1989- 1990 mortality rates for AB pod were 19.4 percent and 20.7 percent,
respectively. The average annual mortality seen in AB pod from 1984 to 1988
was 6.1 percent. An additional whale was missing in 1991, but a calf was also
born into the pod The approximate calving interval of killer whales is four years.
Accordingly, some long-term effects may not be obvious for many years.

Another Prince William Sound pod, AT pod, is missing 11 whales. A subgroup
of four AT pod members was photographed behind the Exxon Valdez three days

. after the grounding on Bligh Reef, and three.of these animals are among the
missing AT pod whales. This is a transient pod and it may be possible that the
missing whales left the pod.

Several of the missing whales from AB pod were females which left behind
calves. It is unprecedented for females to abandon calves. The social structure
of AB pod has changed. Where calves normally spend time with their mothers,
they have been observed swimming with adult bulls. The occurrence of collapsed
dorsal fins on two adult bulls is an indication of possible physiological injury.
Very little is understood about the likely mechanisms of death from the spill, so
other explanations for the missing whales continue to be explored. During the
mid-1980s photographic evidence was obtained of bullet wounds in individuals
in AB pod, though more recent evidence of shootings has not been obtained.. .
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Terrestrial Mammals

Terrestrial mammals that may have been exposed to oil through foraging iTl
intertidal habitats were studied. These species included brown bear, mink, black
bear, Sitka black-tailed deer, and river otters.

Brown bears are long-lived animals and forage seasonally in the intertidal and
supratidal areas of the Alaska Peninsula and the Kodiak Archipelago. Preliminary
analysis of brown bear fecal samples show that some brown bears were exposed
to petroleum hydrocarbons. High concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbon
metabolites were found in bile from a yearling brown bear found dead in 1989.
The rate of mortality in yearling cubs is close to 50% for the first two years, so
it is uncertain if this death was due to oil or other causes. Two radio-collared
female brown bears with petroleum hydrocarbons found in their feces have since
failed to reproduce.

Mink and other small mammals may feed and spend part or all of their time in
the intertidal zone. When they are sick or injured, they are known to crawl into
inaccessible burrows or the brush, making it difficult to determine if there was
an effect of the spIll on their populations. Also, information on pre-spill
populations of these animals is minimal. In order to determine if their
reproduction may been affected by oil in their diet, a laboratory exposure study
of ranch-bred mink was done. They were fed food mixed with small, non-lethal
amounts of weathered oil. No changes in reproductive rates or success resulted
from this exposure, however it was found that oil-contaminated food moved
through the intestines of the animals at a more rapid rate than did clean food,
possibly providing less nutrition to the animals.

Black bears forage in the intertidal zone in the spill area, but no field studies
were carried out due to the difficulty of finding, collaring, or otherwise
investigating ~ese animals in the dense underbrush.

Intensive searches of beaches revealed no deer mortality attributable to the spill.
However, deer taken for purposes of testing for human consumption (not part of
the damage assessment process) were found to have slightly elevated
concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons in tissues of some individuals that fed
on kelp in intertidal areas. It was determined that the deer were safe to eat.

River Otters

A few river otter carcasses were found by cleanup workers. River otters forage
in streams and shallow coastal habitats that were contaminated by the spill.
Analysis of river otter bile and blood samples indicated that petroleum
hydrocarbons are being accumulated by this species. Blood haptoglobin continues
to be elevated in river otters from oiled areas in 1991. Studies of radio-tagged
animals in Prince William Sound showed that home ranges in oiled areas are
twice that of unoiled areas. In 1991, body lengths, body weights, and dietary
diversity were lower in oiled areas. .
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Birds

Among the most conspicuous victims of the Exxon Valdez oil spill were birds.
Seabirds are particularly vulnerable to oil, as they spend much of their time on
the sea surfaCe while foraging. Oiled plumage insulates poorly, -loses buoyancy
and birds die from hypothennia or drowning. Birds surviving initial acute
exposure may ingest oil by preening. Approximately 36,000 dead birds were
recovered after the spill; at least 31,000 of these deaths were attributed to the
effects of oil. In addition to the large number of murres, sea ducks, and bald
eagles, carcasses of loons, cormorants, pigeon guillemots, grebes, murrelets, and
other species were also recovered (see attached comprehensive list of bird
carcasses logged into evidence trailers by September 25, 1989). Only a small
proportion of the total numbe'" of birds estimated to have been killed were
recovered, as many undoubtedly floated out to sea, sank, were scavenged, were
trapped and hidden in masses of oil and were not visible, were buried under sand
and gravel by wave actions, decomposed, or simply beached in an area where
they were not found. Additionally, it is known that, in a number of cases,
carcasses found shortly after the spill were not turned in to receiving stations.
The results of the analyses by computer models" that account for some of these
variables suggest that the total number of birds killed by the spill ranges from
300,000 to 645,000, with the best approximation that between 375,000 and
435,000 birds died. These estimates reflect only direct mortality occurring in the
months immediately following the spill, and do not address chronic effects or loss
of reproductive output.

Common and Thick-billed Murres

Murres are the third most abundant seabird in Alaska (after tufted puffins and
black-legged kittiwakes). A total of approximately 1,400,OC{l murres reside in
the Gulf of Alaska (Unimak Pass to the Canadian border in southeastern Alaska).
The total population of murres in Alaska is approximately 12,000,000. The
murre colonies on the Chiswell Islands are the most visited by tourists in Alaska.
Most of the pre-spill data on "murre abundance in the Gulf of Alaska colonies
affected by the spill were gathered in the mid-1970s to the early 1980s. In 1989
and 1990 murres were the most heavily affected bird species. Oil in Prince
William Sound affected major wintering areas of murres and other species. As
oil moved out of Prince William Sound and along the Kenai Peninsula and the
Alaska Peninsula, it hit major seabird nesting areas such as the Chiswell and
Barren Islands, as well as numerous smaller colonies. The oil hit these areas
outside Prince William Sound at the same time that adult murres were
congregating on the water near colonies in anticipation of the nesting season.
Approximately 22,000 murre carcasses were recovered following the spill.
Colony surveys indicate that an estimated minimum of 120,000 to 140,000
breeding adult murres in the major colonies that were surveyed were killed by the
spill. Extrapolating this information to other knoWn murre colonies hit by the
spill (but not specifically studied), the mortality of breeding adult murres is
estimated to have been 172,000 to 198,000. However, area-wide, including
wintering and non-breeding birds, the total mortality o(murres is estimated to be
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about 300,000. Numbers of breeding murres declined in 1989 from pre-spill
counts or estimates at Alaska Peninsula sites (50-60 percent), the Barren Islands
(60-70 percent), and the Triplet Islands near Kodiak: Island (35 percent). These
dramatic decreases Persisted in 1990 and 1991. No significant changes in murre
numbers were noted for the control areas on the Semidi Islands and Middleton
Island as compared to pre-spill data. Murres exhibit strong fidelity to traditional
breeding sites and infrequently immigrate to new colonies.

Normally, murres breed in densely packed colonies on cliff faces. Each murre
colony initiates egg laying almost simultaneously. This synchronized breeding
behavior helps the birds repel predators such as gulls and ravens. In oiled areas,
murre colonies have fewer individuals than before than before the spill, breeding
is later than normal, and breeding synchrony has been disrupted.

These structural and behavioral changes in colonies have caused complete
reproductive failure during 1989, 1990, and 1991, and thus lost production of at
least 300,000 chicks. There are some indications of the start of normal breeding
in isolated areas of the Barren island colonies in 1991, but it is uncertain when
the colony will start to produce significant numbers of viable chicks. Murre
colonies in unoiled areas displayed none of these injuries and have had normal
productivity.

Bald Ea::les

Of the estimated Alaskan bald eagle population of39,000 birds (27,000 adults and
12,000 fledglings), an estimated 4,000 reside in Prince William Sound and an
estimated 8,000 to 10,000 in the coastal environments of the northern Gulf of
Alaska. One hundred fifty-one (151) dead bald eagles were found following the
spill. Although there is considerable uncertainty regarding the total mortality of
bald eagles, it is estimated that several times this amount may have been killed
by the initial spill. Seventy-four percent of radio-tagged bald eagles that died
during subsequent studies ended up in the forest or in other places where they
would likely not have been found. If it is accepted that this pattern of carcass
deposition is representative of what happened following the oil spill then as many
as 550 bald eagles may have been killed directly by the spill. However, eagles
dying of natural causes and those that died after acute exposure to oil may have
behaved differently, so the number of eagles killed is very uncertain but probably
between 200 and 500 . To assess injuries to bald eagles, helicopter and fixed
wing surveys were flown to estimate populations and productivity. Radi()
transmitters were attached to bald eagles to estimate survival, distribution, and
exposure to oiled areas. Bald eagles in Prince William Sound were most
intensively studied. Productivity surveys in 1989 indicate a failure rate of
approximately 85 percent for nests on moderately or heavily oiled beaches
compared to 55 percent on unoiled or lightly oiled beaches. This resulted in a lost
production Qfat least 133 chicks in Prince William Sound in 1989. Nest success
and productivity on the Alaska Peninsula were also lower in 1989 than in 1990,
but differences between years for other. coastal areas affected by the spill were
less apparent. Nest occupancy was lower in oiled areas than in unoiled areas in
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both 1989 and 1990. Bald eagles have a delayed sexual maturity and have a
relatively long life span under normal circumstances.

Consequently, although reproduction apparently rebounded to more normal levels
in 1990, population impacts as a result of poor reproduction and the death of
hundreds of adult eagles in 1989 may not be readily apparent for several years.
Population indices from surveys in 1982, 1989, 1990, and 1991 changed little
from year to year and suggest a static bald eagle population in Prince William
Sound.

Sea Ducks

More than 2,000 sea duck carcasses were recovered after the spill, including
more than 200 harlequin ducks. Studies concentrated on harlequins, goldeneyes,
and scoters, species that use the intertidal and shallow subtidal habitats most
heavily affected by the spill. Harlequins were most affected, conSistent with the
fact that they feed in the shallow water area of the intertidal zone. This is the
only species of sea duck studied that both nests in the spill area and feeds in the
shallow intertidal zone. All of these species feed on invertebrates such as mussels
which, in 1991, continue to show evidence of petroleum hydrocarbon
contamination. Contaminated mussel beds are expected to continue to cause
injury to harlequins and other sea ducks that feed on
mussels.

About 33 percent of the harlequins collected in the spill area had poor body
condition (reduced body fat) and about 40 percent had tissues contaminated with
petroleum hydrocarbons, especially concentrated in bile and liver samples. The
1991 survey indicates harlequin population declines and a near total reproductive
failure in oiled areas of Prince William Sound (See Figure 4).

Other Birds

Boat surveys were initiated in Prince William Sound and other areas of the spill
zone to estimate abundance and examine population changes of waterbirds
between pre-spill and post-spill surveys, and to compare changes in oiled and
unoiled zones. Overall declines (treating oiled and unoiled areas together) in
Prince William Sound populations occurred between 1972/1973 and the years
after .the oil spill for the following 16 out of 39 species or species groups
examined: grebes, cormorants, northern pintail, harlequin duck, oldsquaw,
scoters, goldeneyes, bufflehead, black oystercatcher, Bonaparte's gull, black
legged kittiwake, arctic tern, pigeon guillemot, Brachyramphus (marbled and
Kittlitz') murrelets, and northwestern crow. Harlequin ducks, black
oystercatchers, pigeon guillemots, northwest crows, and cormorants declined
more in oiled areas than in unoiled areas since the ~ly 1970s. Comparisons of
post-spill survey data with 1984 pre-spill data found· that harlequin ducks, black
oystercatchers, murres, pigeon guillemots, cormorants, arctic terns, and tufted
puffins declined more in oiled areas as compared to u~oiled areas.
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Figure 4

Harlequin Ducks
Adults
In early May, paired harlequins congregate
at the mouths of anadromous fish streams.
The pairs fly upstream to search for
suitable nest sites. Wintering harlequins
feed on mussels and crustaceans In
Intertidal waters.

INJURY: Pairs are not congregating at
streams In the Exxon Valdez 011 spill area,
nor are they searching for potential nest
sites. Possible continued exposure !rom
contaminated prey.

Broods
Broods hatch In July. They remain
on freshwater with the female
until August when they return to
coastal waters.

INJURY: No broods observed within the
Exxon Valdez 011 spill area In 1990, and
only one brood found In 1991,Indlcatlng
reproductive failure at nesting and/or
poor brood survival.
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Marbled and Kittlitz's murrelet populations declined dramatically in Prince
William Sound since surveys done in 1972 and 1973. In 1973. the estimated
murrelet population in the Sound was 304.000 birds. while murrelet populations
were estimated to be 107,000 in 1989, OOסס,81 in 1990, and 106,000 in 1991.
The length of time between pre-spill and post-spill surveys makes it difficult to
determine the contribution of the spill to this decline. However, the high
proportion of murrelets k:i11ed by the spill in Prince William Sound relative to the
number present when the spill occurred and the documentation of internal
petroleum hydrocarbon contamination of apparently healthy murrelets collected
in oiled areas indicate that the spill had a significant effect on murrelets.
Disturbance associated with cleanup activities likely impacted number of
murre1ets observed in the spill area in 1989.

Although only nine black oystercatcher carcasses were found after the spill, this
species is completely dependent upon the intertidal ecosystem. the ecosystem most
significantly injured by the spill. In addition to mortality caused directly by the
spill, oiling affected their reproductive success. Relative egg volume of clutches
and weight gained by chicks on oiled sites were substantially lower than on
unoiled sites. The difference in weight gain may be driven by food quality as
the biomass of food delivered to oiled sites was significantly greater than that
delivered to unoiled sites. Hatching success, fledging success, and productivity
were not significantly different between oiled and unoiled sites. Direct
disturbance by clean-up activities significantly reduced oystercatcher productivity
on Green Island during 1990.

Pigeon guillemot are nearshore diving seabirds that gather daily on intertidal
rocks near their colonies during the breeding season and forage by probing into
intertidal and subtidal recesses and kelp. Five hundred sixteen (516) carcasses
were recovered following the spill. It is estimated that between 1,500 and 3,000
guillemots were killed by the spill, representing as high as 10 percent of the
cataloged pigeon guillemot population in the Gulf of Alaska. Boat surveys
indicate that in 1973, the Prince William Sound guillemot population was
approximately 14,600, while in 1989, 1990, and 1991, the estimated populations
were, respectively, 4,000, 3,000, and 6,600. Although the evidence suggests that
guillemots were declining prior to the spill, there were significantly greater
declines in oiled areas. Throughout the four islands of the Naked Island group,
post-spill surveys showed a 40 percent decline in guillemots during peak colony
attendance hours compared to pre-spill surveys. Declines corresponded to the
degree of shoreline oiling. Preliminary analysis indicate that fledging weight,
chick growth rate and nesting success were significantly lower in post-spill years
as compared to pre-spill years. Petroleum hydrocarbons were found on eggs and
in tissue in 1989 and on eggs in 1990.

The extent of injury to certain species, including loons, cormorants, and gulls will
probably never be known because pre-spill informati'on on numbers of these birds
in the spill area are not available. Studies did not document Injury to certain bird
species such as Peale's peregrine falcons or songbirds.
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Flsh/SheIIrlSh

No massive die-offs of adult fish were found following the spill, and adult
salmon, for example, were able to migrate to spawning areas after the spill.
However, fish are most vulnerable to oil contamination during the early stages of
their life cycles. Accordingly, most fish studies initially focused on this phase of
fish life history. During 1991, data was gathered that will enable scientists to
assess affects on adult fish such as salmon that would have been exposed to oil
as eggs or larvae. Species most often affected by the spill were those that inhabit
and spawn in the intertidal zone (salmon) and shallow subtidal zone (herring) or
forage in the shallow water (Dolly Varden and Cutthroat trout). Five dead
rockfish were found during the spill and their deaths were attributed to oil.
Several species of coastal and offshore fish (pollock, halibut, sablefish, cod,
yellowfin and flathead sole, and rockfish) show evidence of continuing exposure
to petroleum hydrocarbons over a large geographic area but significant injury
has not been documented. Because salmon and other fish species can metabolize
petroleum hydrocarbons, these contaminants are unlikely to concentrate in edible
fish tissues. Indicators of exposure in fish include increased concentrations of
hydrocarbon metabolites in bile and activities of mono-oxygenases in liver tissue.
(very speculative--generally unsupported by the scientific literature-R. Spies)

Pink Salmon

The full extent of short term injury to pink salmon cannot be assessed until after
the 1991 run returns have been enumerated. Although the overall catch of pink
salmon in Prince William Sound during 1990 was an all-time record (as predicted
before the spill), this was primarily due to strong runs of hatchery-prodl;lced

. salmon. Salmon survival associated with the Armin F. Koeming hatchery,

. located in the middle of a heavily oiled area of the spill zone, was half that of
Ester Hatchery, located outside the area of the spill. Wild production of pink
salmon did not. mirror the record production of hatchery fish.

Seventy-five percent of wild pink salmon spawn in the intertidal portion of
streams in Prince William Sound. Wild stock salmon did not shift spawning
habitat following the spill and deposited eggs in intertidal areas of oiled streams.
In the autumn of 1989, egg mortality in oiled streams averaged about 15%,
compared to about 9% in unoiled streams. Surprisingly, egg mortality has
generally increased and in 1991 there was 40 to 50 percent egg mortality in
oiled, and about a 18% in unoiled streams. Fry growth was decreased in oiled
streams as compared to unoiled streams. The role of the spill and other factors,
including natural variability, in causing the increased 1991 egg mortality are
being analyzed. Eggs and larvae of wild populations continue to be exposed to
oil in intertidal gravel in oiled areas.

Pink salmon juveniles were exposed to petroleum hydrocarbons from the spill in
near shore marine habitats in oiled portions of Prince William Sound in 1989.
Growth rates of juvenile pink salmon y;ere lower in oiled locations in 1989.
Growth rates during initial marine residency of pink salmon are directly related
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to survival. There was no evidence of continued reduced growth of juvenile
salmon in nearshore waters in 1990. Laboratory experiments in 1991 confirmed
that ingestion of food contaminated with whole oil can cause reduced growth and
increased mortality of juvenile pink salmon.

Larvae from some heavily oiled streams showed gross morphological
abnormalities, including club fins and curved spines. The pink salmon that
returned to Prince William Sound in the summer of 1990 were exposed to oil as
larvae as they swam under the slick, but not as eggs which were more directly
exposed to oil than the larvae. Fish that returned in 1991 were the first that
were exposed to oil as eggs. In 1991, returns of wild stocks were low in both
oiled and unoiled streams.

Sockeye Salmon

Commercial harvest of sockeye salmon was curtailed in portions of Cook Inlet,
Chignik, and Kodiak in 1989 because of the spill, resulting in an unusually high
number of adults migrating to spawn in certain lake spawning systems
(Kenai/Skilak Lakes, Red and Akalura Lakes). Returning adults that arrive at the
spawning areas are referred to as the "escapement", This overescapement
resulted in poor survival to the smolt stage. This is expected to cause a 20 to 50
percent decline in adult returns in 1993 and 1994 Kodiak harvest. Total closure
of the commercial and sport sockeye fisheries may be necessary for the Kenai and
Red Lake systems in those years.

Dolly Varden and Cutthroat Trout

Prince William Sound is the northern extreme of the range of cutthroat trout (See
Figure 5). Both cutthroat trout and Dolly Varden use nearshore and estuarine
habitat for feeding throughout their lives (in contrast to salmon which migrate out
to sea). The highest concentrations of bile petroleum hydrocarbon metabolites in
all fish sampled in 1989 were, found in Dolly Varden. Tagging studies have
demonstrated that the annual mortality of adult Dolly Varden was 32 percent
greater in oiled areas than in unoiled areas. The larger cutthroat trout also
showed higher levels of mortality in oiled and unoiled areas. In 1989-1990, there
was 57 percent greater mortality and in 1990-1991, a 65 percent greater mortality
in oiled streams as compared to unoiled streams. Additionally, cutthroat trout
growth rates were reduced 68 percent in 1989-1990 and 71 percent in 1990-1991
in oiled areas. Since concentrations of bile hydrocarbons were greatly reduced
in 1990 and 1991, indicating much less exposure to oil, it is unclear why
differences in survival rates between oiled and unoiled streams should persist.

Pacific Herrio&

Populations of Pacific herring were spawning in shallow eelgrass and algal beds
at the time of the spill. The effects of oil on egg survival, hatching success,
larval development, and recruitment to the spawning population were studied.
Study results show a large percentage of abnormal embryos and larvae in oiled
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Figure 5

'utthroat Trout

IINJURY: None expected. I

Adults in Freshwater
Wild cutthroat mature In 2 - 10 years and may
spawn In several consecutive years. Spawning
occurs In late fall and winter In small tributaries
to coastal streams.

Adults at Sea
Cutthroat return to estuarine and
nearshore marine waters each spring.
They eat a variety of small fish
and shrimp.

INJURY: Reduced growth,
lower survival rates.

Fry & Juveniles
Wild cutthroat remain In freshwater until
reaching approximately 20 - 25 cm In length.
Growth Is largely dependent on environmental
conditions. Smolt migrate to estuaries between
March and July, and return to fresh water
In the fall.

IINJURY: Unknown or none. ,
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Eggs
Eggs are laid In shallow gravel
riffles well above the Intertidal
zone and hatch 28 - 40 days
later.

IINJURY: None expected. I



areas of Prince William Sound during the 1989 reproductive season. Larvae in
oiled areas also had a greater incidence of eye tumors. Whether the adult
population has been affected by these larval injuries will not be determined until
the 1989 and 1990 cohorts return to spawn in 1992 and 1993. The chances of
measuring a change in the adult population, beyond the bounds of the natural
variability, is very small.

There was evidence of oil contamination in adult fish in 1989 and 1990. In 1989,
hydrocarbon metabolites occurred in the bile of adult fish. There were significant
changes in incidence of histopthalogical lesions and in the parasite burden of
adults found in oiled as compared to unoiled sites. The parasite burden of the
adult herring returned to baseline levels in 1991. Processing and analysis of 1991
egg, larvae and adult herring data continues.

RockrlSb and Other FIsh

About 5 dead rock fish were found after the spill-the only species observed dying
after the spill. Rockfish showed lethal and sublethal injuries, including tissue
lesions, consistent with exposure to hydrocarbons. Other species that had
measurable amounts of petroleum hydrocarbon metabolites in the bile in 1989
included halibut, pollock, rock sole, yellowfm sole, flathead sole, and Pacific
cod, and in 1990 Dover sole and sablefish. .

Coastal Habitat

The coastal tidal zone, commonly known as the "intertidal zone, It was the most severely
contaminated habitat. Intertidal habitats are highly productive and biologically rich. They are
particularly vulnerable to the grounding of oil, its persistence, and effects of associated clean-up
activities.

Supratidal

Results of studies in the Kodiak!Alaska Peninsula area suggest that oil in the supratidal habitat
and beach cleanup disturbance decreased the productivity of grasses and other vegetation
including beach rye grass, that help stabilize beach berms. In one instance, cleanup activities
completely removed the vegetation. Increased production of supratidal vegetation was found in
Prince William Sound in 1989. This finding corresponds with information from other oil spills.
It is not known whether this increased production was a result of decreased browsing by
terrestrial mammals or a fertilizer effect of the oil.

Intertidal

Natural populations of intertidal organisms were significantly reduced along oiled shorelines in
Prince William Sound, on Kodiak Island and Cook. Inlet and along the Alaskan Peninsula.
Densities of intertidal algae (Fucus), barnacles, limpets, amphipods, isopods, and marine worms
were decreased. Although there were increased densities of mussels in oiled areas, they were
significantly smaller than mussels in the unoiled areaS m:td the total biomass of mussels was
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significantly lower. Intertidal organisms continue to be exposed to petroleum
hydrocarbons from subsurface oil in beaches. Petroleum hydrocarbon
accumulation in filter feeding mussels experimentally placed in the water column
in various oiled areas was significant during the summer of 1989, but decreased
in 1990. Sediment traps collected significant concentrations of petroleum
hydrocarbons during the winter of 1990-1991, indicating that oil removed from
the beaches by cleaning and natural processes was still being mobilized to depths.

In 1991, relatively high concentrations ofoil were found in mussels and the dense
underlying mat (byssaI substrate) of certain oiled mussel beds. These beds were
not cleaned or removed during the cleanup process. These oiled mussel beds are
potential sources of contamination for harlequin ducks, black oystercatchers, and
juvenile sea otters, all of which feed on mussels and show continued biological
injury. The oil found in some dense byssal mat substrates associated with some
mussel beds was relatively unweathered and may continue to contaminate
overlying mussel beds. The extent and magnitude of oiled mussel beds is not
known and continues to be investigated.

Fucus, the dominant intertidal plant, was severely affected by the oil and
subsequent cleanup activities. The percentage of intertidal areas covered by
Fucus was reduced following the spill was increased. The average size of Fucus
was reduced, the number of reproductive sized plants greatly decreased,
and the remaining plants of reproductive size decreased in reproductive potential
due to fewer fertile receptacles per plant. There was also reduced recruitment of
Fucus at oiled sites.

Subtidal Habitats

Between 1989 and 1991, oil concentrations declined in intertidal sediments
sampled at most oiled location, while the concentration in shallow subtidal
sediments (3-20 meters) remained about the same or in some cases, rose slightly.
Patterns of sediment toxicity to test organisms (marine amphipods and larval
bivalve molluscs) reflected a similar pattern. In 1990, significant toxicity was
associated only with intertidal sediment samples from heavily oiled sites, bit in
1991, toxicity was associated primarily with sediment samples from the shallow
subtidal zone. There is evidence that animals living on or near the sea floor
continue to be exposed to petroleum hydrocarbons. petroleum hydrocarbon
metabolites and increased mono-oxygenase activities have been found in the bile
and liver of yellowfin sole, rock sole, and flathead sole. Concentrations of
petroleum hydrocarbon metabolites in the bile of these species did not decline
substantially from 1989 and 1990, but did generally decline from 1990 to 1991.
This contrasts with Dolly Varden which feed close to shore and where petroleum
hydrocarbon metabolites in bile decreased markedly form 1989 to 1990. Many
subtidal and intertidal species, particularly fish, actively metabolize and eliminate
petroleum hydrocarbons from their bodies relatively rapidly.

Clams exposed to oil actively bake up hydrocarbons, but metabolize
hydrocarbons very slowly and consequen.tly accumulated them in high
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concentrations. Contaminated clams and other invertebrates are a potential
continuing source ofpetroleum hydrocarbons for harlequin ducks, river otters, sea
otters and other species that forage in the shallow subtidal zone. Samples from
pollock, which feed in the water column, taken as far away as 500 miles from the
wreck site on Bligh Reef, showed elevated petroleum hydrocarbon metabolite
concentrations in their bile. This indicates that the water column or food supply
was affected at great distances from the spill.

The effects of hydrocarbons on shallow and deep subtidal communities were
investigated by comparison of oiled and unoiled areas. Unfortunately; no pre
spill data were available to determine more directly if the oil spill had altered
these communities. In the shallow subtidal rocky areas « 20m) Laminaria
communities were studied, both in bays and around points of land on the open
coast. In shallow water sandy areas eelgrass beds and areas around them were
studied. Data are available for 1990. The greatest differences have been
observed between eelgrass and its associated habitat between oiled and unolled
areas. Within the beds themselves there lower densities of eelgrass, fewer
Telemesus (a crab), fewer amphipods, but more small mussels and juvenile cod.
The greatest differences were observed in the abundance of fauna at depths from
6-20 meters below the eelgrass beds, where there were far fewer individuals in
oiled areas. In the Laminaria habitat fewer differences were noted-the most
noticeable difference being the greater abundance of young Laminaria plants, but
fewer large olderplants. JJ-v~

,.:.vJ'!.'.'
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ArchaeoIOgicaySubSiste~ceResources

The spill directly impacted archaeological sites and subsistence resources.
Cleanup activities and the associated significant increases in human activity
throughout the spill zone resulted in additional injuries to these resources.

Archaeolo2'icaI Resources ;

Archaeological sites along the shoreline were injured by the spill. Review of spill
response data revealed injuries occurred at a minimum of 35 archaeological sites.
Among these are burial sites and home sites. These injured sites are distributed
on both federal and state lands. While injury to these 35 sites was documented
during cleanup, a spill-wide assessment of injuries to archaeological resources has
yet to be completed. In addition to oil contamination, increased knowledge of the
location of archaeological sites may puts them at risk from looting. Additional
injury due to erosion caused by oil spill response activities was documented.

A study was conducted to determine impacts caused by oil contamination on
radiocarbon dating of archaeological resources and to, investigate the potential for
cleaning artifacts and materials to allow such dating: 'Results indicate significant
injury to the ability to contextually date artifacts and materials by Carbon 14
analysis.

.' .
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Subsistence Resources

Surveys undertaken by state researchers before the spill and in 1990 indicated that
subsistence harvesters in the area affected bY:;Ah~oil spill significantly reduced
their use of subsistence resources after the reSO~s. The oil spill disrupted the
subsistence lifestyle of some communities that have historically relied upon these
resources. Some communities virtually or entirely ceased subsistence harvests in
1989 and have only gradually begun to resume harvests, while other communities
continued some reduced level of subsistence harvest in 1989 and thereafter.
Warnings were issued by the state in 1989 for people to avoid consumption of
intertidal invertebrates (such as mussels and clams, which bioaccumulate
petroleum hydrocarbons) found along shorelines contaminated by oil. After the
spill, an oil spill health task force was formed, including the state and federal
governments, subsistence users, and Exxon. This group helped oversee studies
conducted by the state and others in conjunction with FDA and NOAA in 1989,
1990, and 1991, on subsistence food resources s~ch as seals, deer, salmon,
ducks, clams, and bottomfish. Based upon the test results these resources, with
the exception of clams and mussels in certain oiled areas such as Windy Bay,
were determined to be safe for human consumption.

Wilderness and Intrinsic values
( j. \

,tAl'\. cJ.l-.t.J\ &~' ~.., C\.> \ (!", (;.~

State and Federal ~Iated-nwilderness areas" ti'~ignateQ in Kachemak Bay
i State Wilderness Park, in Katmai National Park, and in Becharof National
~ Wil~life Refuge. ~dditionaJ.FeOO~wildemess-stu~y~1 ~re~~~~~}{e~a.ifj~~'1sv:i.\ (
f ~ational Park and. the. Chuga~h Nati~nal Forestf;POrflons onliese areas were \
if."oiiled b~ .the Eu?nV~~:z~ll1lll-iIF";ptte or-cteliJl°up--efforts·many-ofth=-1
\ a.r~.S>.Stll1-have-OII"present. . ~ , . "\. .\

.~e Wilderness Act of 1964 requ'f's that Federal wilderness areas be)
"administered for the use and enjoyment of the American people in such a
manner as wilf leave them unimpaired... ,\~the:cOritexfofThisAct,the presenCe
of oil, most recently documented by the May Shoreline Assessment Program for
1991, may be perceived as an injury to these areas. In addition to the damage
to these areas from the oil, hundreds of workers, motorized machinery and
support equipment were used during the cleanup in the wilderness areas. These
clean-up activities disrupted the "tftl€Iitienal uses of the wilderness such as
camping, fishing and kayaking, as well as the perceived pristine nature of the
wilderness.

I
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JURY CRITERIA

Settlement Guidance

The settlement documents specify that~se of the restoration trust funds must
be linked to injuries resulting from th&'} on Valdez oil spill. Specifically, the
settlement requires that funds recovered for natural resource damages be spent to
restore, replace, enhance, rehabilitate or acquire the equivalent "of natural
resources injured as a result of the oil spill and the reduced or lost services
provided by such resources. "

"Natural resources" are defined as the land, fish, wildlife, biota, air, water,
ground water, drinking water supplies, and other such resources belonging to or
managed by Federal and State governments. "Other such resources" includes
archaeological resources. The services provided by natural resources include
such activities as subsistence hunting and fishing and recreation.

Proposed Criteria

How do we determine which natural resources and natural resour<:e services
warrantt'~~ffrestoration activities? The following criteria are proposed to
assist the' TRls~s in these determinations:

• evidence of consequential injury, and

• adequacy and rate of natural recovery.

The concepts underlying these criteria are described below.

Injury to Natural Resources

The following definition of injury is proposed to be applied to natural resources
in the spill area:

A natural resource has experienced ~~~~ntial injury" if it has
sustained a loss (a) due to exposure to spill on Valdez-oilt or (b)
which otherwise can be attributed to the oil sp and clean up. "Loss·
includes:

• significant direct mortality;

• significant declines in populations Qr .productivity;
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Injury to Natural Resource Services

• significant sublethal and chronic effects to adults or any other
/ life history stages; or

,', .~~ .. degradation of habitat, due to alteration or contamination of
v "~ flora, fauna and physical components of the habitat.

\ This definition covers a wide range of potential natural resources injuries.
~ dConsequential loss is most certain where there was significant direct mortality

l \ ~~ te:'g:,<hald ~les aftd sea-f)tters) or ifstudies revealed a population decline linked
\/0 G to the oil spill~or seal)., Where only eggs or juvenile life history stages·Af. if'~ """,t! are known to have been harmed ro;g;, lI\iafl:e hetringh it is more difficult til

t ?\ ~ ~I~ tablish consequential injury. In such cases, however, if the injury is manifested-t or inferred at the population level, the injury can be considered consequential.
~ ~~s definition also includes injury to the underlying habitats which were oiled

(e.g., intertidal zone), some of which were in specially designated areas, such as
parks, forests, and refuges.

Important archaeological sites and artifacts, protected by both Federal and State
laws, were oiled. Inherent values could be irretrievably lost as oil continues to
contaminate additional artifacts at some sites. Archaeological sites and artifacts
are not living, renewable resources and have no capacity to heal themselves.
Increased public knowledge of exact archaeological site location~ continues
to foster looting and vandalism.

In some cases our knowledge of the degree of injury and linkage to the oil spill
0/. are imperfect, due to the difficulty of obtaining the desired documentation or the
:f( restricted scope or duration of the damage assessment studies.~
M~ In these cases, judgments concerning injuries to natural
~y resources as a result of the oil spill will have to be determined by the weight of

the evidence or best professional judgment.

~~t?
A nawrat resource service has experienced "consequential injury" / (.~1
if the'\Etxon Valdez oil spill or clean up: - f

,;V:~y~ has.............•.....r...••......esulted in the continued presence of oil on~........•........ 10... SJle8al.A:.''.""..Q'. "
, \ \') ~7 _ . /j'P~;se lands

1

; .•...•••.•~'-,~"

performed by tural resources, including loss of human uses;

'\j "\ or . /
J \~'~"

\J-"JV~

I ·Spedal-purpoae" land. have been dClignated by thc. Slate of AJaalca or thc United SlalCa for the protection and
~onaervationof natural resource. ~rvicca. . ..(\ .



~has significantly reduced aesthetic, intrinsic or other indirect uses
provided by~ natural resources.

. ~
This definition covers a wide range of potentially injured natural resources
services. Examples are commercial fishing, subsistence hunting, fishing, and
gathering; wildlife viewing; sport fishing; and recreation, which includes a variety
of activities, such as kayaking and backcountry camping.

Indirect uses, such as aesthetics or appreciation of wilderness qualities, were also
affected by the spill. This is a particular concern for those areas which formally
have been designated as wilderness areas by the United States or the State of
Alaska.

..,.)lecovery Concepts

To maximize the benefits of restoration expenditures, the Trus~~sider
the effects of natural recovery before investing restoration dollars. In a scientific
sense, full ecological recovery has been achieved when the pre-spill flora and
fauna are again present, healthy and productiv~ and there is a full complement
of age classes. A fully recovered ecosystem~ one which provides the same
functions and services as were provided by the pre-spill, uninjured system.

-(~o detennine scientifically if recovery has occurred or when it will
occur may be limited, due to such problems as the quality and quantity of
information on pre-spill, "baseline" conditions. For each injured resource and
service, however, an estimation of the rate of natural recovery will be considered
based on the best information available from the damage assessment and
restoration studies, the scientific literature and other sources. If it appears that
recovery will be nearly complete before the be Its of a restoration stud or
project can be realized, then the Trustees may at spending restoration
dollars is not justified. On th.e. other hand, if it s that the time to recovery
is p!olonged, it~ worth considering technically feasible, cost-effective restoration
optlons. )

.~~
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CHAPTER VI
EVALUATION OF RESTORATION
OPTIONS

-r;?\ J {) +. - v~

' '..'".'.'.;.' ~.;~.:.i.;t,'."' .•...'.'..'.'..•.\f.~..•.F"'6.b..-.·.·:.li.··.·-.·.e.··.·.;r:tao - . ····an.···.·.··..·.'a.}..··..·.·.'e.·.~rs.·.·.:.'.'.'?~r ...•.}.:::.'.'.." 'C1..:•.. '..-~.....•.'.~;.'..'.'.'.iJ,in.·..'.·.'~~..'.·.,i.'.- '.'.'.' ·..·.'.··..a.'..to.•·'..i."~·-.••.·.an.·' ; ..4.'.'.$CI.·'..'.·.'.'.'..en.'.'.. '.•.tifi.·.&.1.....•../........ ~<-- _~ ~!!d~~~J$lw:"''' '"'__~~~;~~;~ ~ ~ «

~~.~l!=d:f~~:e=~~E~~~ ~~1·.(O,\
- . ~~~~~

•ilfJ The effects of any other actual or planned response or restoration actions:
"~\p CA

\l'~V\~ Are there other actions, such as additional clean-up work, that bear on the
,\f':?;(;J>~>v \ recovery of a resource targeted by the restoration option?

~,~ .@potentialtoimprovetherateordegreeofrecovery:

e.ftJ Will implementation of the restoration option make a difference in the
recovery of an injured resource or service? What is the prospect for
success?

@ Technical feasibility:

Are the technology and management skills available to successfully
implement the restoration option in the environment of the oil-spill area?

D. Potential effects of the action on human health and safety:

Are there hazards to or adverse impacts on humans associated with
implementation of the restoration option?

E. The relationship of the expected costs of the proposed actions to the expected
benefits:

Do benefits equal or exceed costs? (This is not intended to be a straight
cost/benefit analysis, but a broad consideration of the direct and indirect
costs [including lost uses] and the primary and secondary benefits
associated with implementation of the restoration option.)
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F. Cost effectiveness:

Does the restoration option achieve the desired objective at the least cost?

G. Consistency with applicable Federal and State laws and policies:

Is the restoration option consistent with the directives and policies with
which the Tru~tee agencies must comply? Potential conflicts must be
resolved prior to implementation.

H. Potential for additional injury resulting from proposed actions, including
long-term and indirect impacts:

Will implementation of the restoration option result in additional injury to
target or nontarget resources or servi~? Is the project of net
environmental benefit?

I. Degree to which the proposed action enhances the resource or service:

Would the restoration option improve on or create additional natural
resources or services?

J. Degree to which proposed action benefits more than one resource or service:

Would the restoration option benefit multiple resources and services, both
injured target resources and services, as well as secondary resources and
services?

K. Importance of starting the project within the next year:

Would d.elay in the project result in further injury to a resource or service
or would. we forego a restoration opportunity?

Further Evaluation of Restoration Options

mbet=--ef-1'e~[tial restoration options have satisfied these criteria in a
lrninary s ning and are presented in Appendix B. Following public

comment on the Restoration Framework, including any suggestions of additional
;;?~~~~,!?ptions;'.there will be more de:ailed eValu~tions of allpotenti~options. The draft
¥"",r· Restoration Plan and draft envrronmentallmpact statement will present the results

of these evaluations, including restoration alternatives, for further public

&>0>]~~1~ ~~.~ k~:\~> f-"'~ ~~~$ ~tr: :!:~"Mt.
~ ~lit:w ~~ J»·J,t,J<t d.JU!-~~ ~-
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Database Review and Evaluation

To develop ~e draft Restoration Plan and draft environmental impact statement, ~'-~~ &.'<----
. . . review existing databases for each injured

resource or service. Data relevant to this evaluation may be found in the
scientific literature, geographicinfO~and the reports of damage
assessment and restoration studies~~ cludt;f:

• the nature and severity of injury;

• the rate of natural recovery;
f

t

• life history requirements;

• factors limiting recovery;

• persistence of contaminants;

• opportunities to accelerate the rate of recovery;

1t~:~;;;:::~:::~:n:7~:::::;V:J~ ~~~
For some injured resources and services, much of the above information is in
hand; in other cases there are substantial deficiencies in the databases that could
impede Lie evaluation and timely implementation of restoration options. To
remedy this, additional field work is being recommended to provide the needed
infonnation. Detailed study plans for work considered in 1992 are found in the ::.: ~k-lAcrIJYJJ
1992 Work ,<these st~" plans were~veloped in consultation withL If'i z-
sci.enti.sts represent,"ng the ~~stee~encies, outsia~r reviewers and the Chief \ 1 ~~ V~t ~ _

SCIentIst). o~ . ..J 1A..9 67 k 6'
~\)~ ,

Evaluation of OptIOns for Identifyin2 and Protecting Marine and Upland
Habitats ~

All restoration options, including habit~ectiOn and acquisition options, will
be evaluated using~}asic criteria~tlb;;d in the fust section of this chapter
~~tI ·-By-Mcessity,l*,tYgy£r; -tflere-are-ad .. , : 0 properly~u..J!..- .;;fl, ~l iJk- ,.(

evalqate habitat protection and a~~itiOn options.;,.:t~ ...::rare l ,t-Jl>o\ ,...
(YL I r~', Ct VIJJ.-'-O.V L~~ s.et-~~

In its draft 1991 Restoration-w~ Fed :keg. 8902-8903, [March 1,
1991]), the Trustees;g~Yl!J~." a preliminary sequence of steps for use in
identifying and protec~ng strategic fish and wildlife habitats and recreation sites.

=i~i~:nT;~:~S,;fh":~()~~~~ni~J~ac;~~li~r~~~:~~:a~::~~~~nw:
published in the arch 1, 1991 Federal Register notice:

~' 0'

O-M- o~ "0'
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1. Identification of key upland habitats that are linked to the recovery of
injured resources or services by scientific data or other relevant
information.

2. Characterization and evaluation of potential impacts from changed
land use in relation to their effects on recovery of the ecosystem and
its components; comparative evaluation of recovery strategies not
involving acquisition of property rights (e.g., redesignation of land
use classification), including an assessment of protection afforded by
existing law, regulations, and other alternatives.

3. Evaluation ofcost-effective strategies to achieve restoration objectives
for key upland habitats, identified through steps one and two above.
This would include evaluation of other restoration alternatives for
these resource injuries.

4. Willing sellerlbuyer negotiations with private landowners for property
rights.

5. Incorporation of acquired property rights into public management.
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CHAPTER VII
SCOPE OF POTENTIAL
RESTORATION ALTERNATIVES

------~
. . .. , ... . ;f:.J-~

""q. < •."~.'"'••••. '" . .......>.....•:.. •....:</~ ••.•••.•••• < •••••....4-;1't)o-vJ-Ir
Thet~goal:f::f6f:..tb .·.ruStees::ilSiL::.~~j~!!!iQp.tofl:,thea:enV1l'Onment;;and····lts·.:.:i

·teSQJircesF"'"'·setV1ces~p·,:·& ea·6elore·:the,:spill~jrInorder to reachthe~ ~"V.

r~indivi~ual elements of the ~toration program developed by the, )
Trustees may be specles- or resource-specific. ,:; " ,.,fe','" cu......_ bl
The restoration-related activities conducted by the Trustees;air~~~~~mental \ .

y.!o~ti.Qn Agency to date have involved the public, teenmcal experts, and _.
resource~agers from agencies in Alaska (See Chapters I and .Ill). Through
these preliminary scoping efforts, a broad array of ideas for restoration activities
has been suggested. The ideas listed in Restoration Planning Following the Erxon
Valdez Oil Spill: 1990 Progress Report (Chapters IT and VI) were evaluated by
the planning staff using the criteria outlined in Chapter VI of this document. The
results of this evaluation, which incorporate what has been learned from the
damage assessment and restoration studies, are presented as restoration options
in Appendix B.

The draft Restoration Plan and draft environmental impact statement will contain
a more detailed presentatiqn of restoration alternatives and options after further
technical review and conSIderation of the public comments received on L~S

framework document. The restoration options presented in Appendix B will be
considered by the Trustees in developing restoration alternatives, which will be
presented for public comment.

Possible Restoration Alternatives

Paragraphs A-F identify possible conceptual restoration alternatives. These
alternatives are provided for discussion purposes only and do not indicate any
preference by the Trustees.

A. No Action

A possible alternative that could be addressed in the draft environmental impact
statement is for the Trustees to rely upon the natural recovery process to restore
the ecosystem. Monitoring would assess whether natural recovery is proceeding
as anticipated.



B. Management of Human Uses
,>-1'. ,

This appreach uses Federal and State management authorities (statutes and
regulations) to modify human uses of resources or habitats. The goal is to reduce
mortality or stress on injured resources and to accelerate their recovery.

Examples:

e restrict or eliminate legal harvest of marine and terrestrial mammals and
sea ducks; and

• intensify management of fish and shellfish.

C. Manipulation of Resources
J. ",c'·

r<t.;1 f .. er-° l ~ v

This aj5preaGltincIudes measures taken directly, usually on-site, to rehabilitate or
replace an injured species population, restore a damaged habitat or enhance
services provided by a damaged resource.

Examples:

• improve or supplement stream and lake habitats for spawning and rearing
of wild salmonids; and

• accelerate recovery of upper intertidal Fucus zone.

D. Habitat Protection and Acquisition
/}-,.'

This~ includes changes in management practices on public or private
lands and creation of "protected" areas on existing public lands in order to
prevent further damage to resources injured by the Exxon Valdez oil spill. Going
beyond land management practices, there are options that involve the acquisition
of damaged habitats or property rights short of title, in order to protect strategic
wildlife, fisheries habitat or recreation sites.

Examples:

• designate protected marine habitats; and

• acquire additional marine bird and mammal habitats.

E. Acquisition of Equivalent Resources.

"Acquisition of equivalent resources means to compensate for an injured, lost, or
destroyed resource by substituting another resource that provides the same or
substantially similar services as the injured resource" (56 Federal Register 8899
[March 1, 1991]). Restoration approaches, such as the manipulation of resources



and habitat protection and acquisition, can be implemented on an equivalent
resource basis.

Another possible alternative, therefore, would be to place primary emphasis upon
the acquisition of equivalent resources as opposed to options that attempt to
directly restore or rehabilitate specific injured resources or services.

Examples:

• creation of new recreation facilities; and

• acquire tideiands.

F. Combination Alternatives

Each of the alternatives above, A-E, may be considered strictly in its own right,
or mixed in any number of ways, depending on priorities and methods. For
example, Figure 6 depicts a hierarchical analysis, through which the Trustees
would consider "habitat protection and acquisition" options only after considering
whether options under "management of human uses" and "manipulation of
resources" were inadequate. In the analysis illustrated in Figure 7, the Trustees
would give equal weight to all approaches, proceeding to those restoration options
deemed most desirable based on professional and scientific judgment and public
comments.

The Trustees seek comment about the likely feasibility and efficacy of these
possible restoration alternatives, and any other alternatives and approaches that
should be considered in a draft environmental impact statement.
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Figure 6
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1 All restoration actions will be evaluated to assess their effectiveneSs on the recovery rate of the target injured resource.
2 These approaches can be implemented on a direct-restoration or equivalent-resource basis.
3 Acquisition of full title or lesser rights exclusive of full ownership of title (partial interests). e.g., conservation easement.

timber rights, access rights, etc.
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Figure 7
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1 An restoration actions will be evaluated to assess their effectiveness on the recovery rate of the target injured resource.
2 These approaches can be implemented on a direct-restoration or equivalent-resource basis.
3 Rights exclusive of full ownership of title (partial interests), e.g., conservation easement, timber rights, access rights, etc.
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Bird stu~y 11 Final Report

Injury Assessment of Hydrocarbon Uptake by Sea Ducks in Prince
William Sound and the Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska

Comments of D. Michael Fry

This report is important and provides a great deal of data
to document oiled Harlequin Duck habitat, cleanup and
disturbance.

This "final report" is not a summary or synthesis of data
from B-11 89, B-11 90, B11 91, Patten or Crowley 91. Which of
these are Patten 90a and Patten 90b is not obvious from the
bibliography. This is primarily a chronicle of data on shoreline
oiling, shoreline cleanup, bioremediation efforts and disturbance
from cleanup and NRDA studies (principally helicopter trips).
The data from other studies are presented in the introduction,
some in the results, and in the conclusions, making it difficult
to find the important data to assess results and conclusions.

Some data from previous reports are presented here in Tables
11-14 and page 26, with new data analysis. The "mixed effect" on
adipose tissue is impossible to understand. Were there separate
people doing the necropsies and scoring? Was there a sex differ
ence in the distribution of fat? I don't know what to make of
this data.

I would have liked to see the previous significant results
from 1989, 1990 and 1991 all presented in this final report, so
that one report would explain the injury and problems with recov
ery. The Harlequin Duck study makes such a good story that it is
a shame to have it broken up into several different reports.

The organization of this report is confusing, with data on
one sUbject presented in sections on another-see pages 31-32 for
example where Harlequin Duck descriptions are presented under
Oiling of offshore Rocks.

Much of the control information for this study is presented
in Crowley 91, and no tabular comparisons of the data are
presented.

In general, the data on seaducks presented are excellent and
follows from the field work and from previous reports. The
discussion of two separate "hypotheses!' as to the causes of
breeding failure seems to stretch reality, however, as it is
quite clear that both oil ingestion and disturbance occurred, and
either alone could have caused breeding problems. The
combination almost certainly would have been injurious. No
conclusions are drawn as to which "hypothesis" is responsible, I
believe because Patten believes both contributed. If that is the
case, it should be stated. I think a good editing of this re
port, and addition of data from previous reports will result in a

1
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The five broods in the oil area or periphery in 1991- how
peripher~l were the 4 broods so listed? Two are listed as
Montague, which is not in the oil spill zone. Three are listed
as in the Bay of Isles, Whale Bay and Johnson Bay. Whale Bay is
on the extreme west side- how far away from oil? Was Johnson Bay
on Knight .Island oiled or not?

Figure9 2-5: What are the units? ng/g wet weight? Eliminate
zeros and adjust units please. Figures 3 and 4 are not
appropriate. A pie chart is supposed to show fractions of a
whole. These are 3 independent samples.
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